
        
        
            
        

        
        
        
        
            
                
                    
                        
              True Crime; Solved* 

                    
                    
                        
                             "I don't trust Sean, he is one of them" -
                Tracy Twyman 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                “Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of
                death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and
                thy staff they comfort me.”
Psalms 23:4
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "Never was I given the peace to grieve our loss.. No
                  Humanity"
                - Tracy Twyman's Widower 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The Most Popular Page on Tracy R. Twyman Today 

                        

                        
                            [image: Anonymous Mon 22 Jab 2024 08:41:15 No.37012244 >>36990657 >www.tracytwyman.com I can see tracytwymandeath.com in your URL instead of tracytwyman.com]
                            Anonymous Mon 22 Jab 2024 08:41:15 No.37012244
>>36990657
>www.tracytwyman.com
I can see tracytwymandeath.com in your URL instead of
                tracytwyman.com

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Tracy Twyman's Death & the Posers as "Husband and Wife":
                    Whom Tracy did Mistrust and Disconnect from at the End of
                    her Life
The Dismissed & 'Esoteric' Obvious 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Agent #002: Nurse Lee Taylor of Boise Idaho]
                        

                        
                            [image: Agent #001: Sean Bryan Alger]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "a betrayal on a total level" 

                        

                        
                             In Regards to Tracy R. Twyman's Death 

                        

                        
                            
                "Ok this is something that took her by surprise.. there was
                some sort of.. kidnapping but somebody moved her and.. used something in the physical body that stopped her like.. a muscle relaxant [a prescription drug];
                but she couldn't move her arm she couldn't move her
                legs she could kind of hear but she could not free herself and
                she was held somewhere..

...She couldn't quite
                tell me everything around the situation but told me that somebody was her friend that turned... this was somebody
                  she knew that this, okay, and somebody was posing as a husband
                  and wife is what I was getting,... She was actually shocked, so this was some sort of surprise
                and the person that I'm going to again use the word
                kidnapped her; she was removed from where she was and it was
                while she was on her way back somewhere. She was kind of struck by somebody she felt was a friend of
                  hers so this is a betrayal on a total level." 

                        

                        
                            Hollywood crowd Diva & Psychic Sloan Bella, and channeling Tracy R. Twyman on July 18th 2019

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                 Hollywood crowd Diva & Psychic, Sloan Bella 

                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             For Tracy Twyman's Official website please do
                  visit:
www.TracyTwyman.com 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Approving & Promoting Sloan Bella 

                        

                        
                            [image: Telegram S.B. Alger:  Psychic Sloan Bella talking about Twyman & Kappy stuff:  ...]
                        

                        
                            Telegram S.B. Alger:

Psychic Sloan Bella talking about Twyman & Kappy stuff:

...

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            The Cult that Confuses God with Satan

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            From The Stratosphere of Ambiguity: A Memoir
                                        
                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            The Witch Shalt Sealeth Thee in Curses Thrice

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            Psychology: To Torture a Psyche

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            She Needs No Religion

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            The Use of a Witch

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            To Please and be Pleased by the Devil

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            The Profit in Religion

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            Conspiracies for a 'Witch Hunt' Season

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            The Martyr: Tracy Twyman's Death

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            The Beacon that is Torched

                                

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            They Sprouted from the Devil's Master Mind

                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            How Religious Fanatics 'Play' Satanic Bingo confirming to the World their loyalty to the Devil
Click here to witness the Irony, or the Hypocrisy

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                            Next: Setting the Record Straight
                                            
                                        
                                            Next: Further Distraction & Deniability
                                            
                                        
                                            Next: Hate Crimes Blitzkrieg
                                            
                                        
                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Sean Bryan (S.B.) Alger & Alicia Anna Taylor 
& The Covert Satanists

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "And now I've learned to let all that go---so---you
                  must DIE!" - S.B. Alger 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "I just make sure they know I'm really crazy and
                  dangerous too..." - S.B. Alger 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "..we could write an "MTV / Kids science
                  experiment" book Style where you seduce people into using
                  Ouija board..." - S.B. Alger 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            "..skinny drug whores were my addiction." - S.B. Alger

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             ""Jesus.. naked, with an underage boy" I am obsessed.." - S.B. Alger 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "I'll end in whimsy and say I've found this
                  beautifully talented and strangely erotic man.." - S.B. Alger 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The Degenerate
The Menace against Tracy R. Twyman
 

                        

                        
                            [image: S.B. Alger Posing beside a Trash Bin]

                        

                        
                            "..skinny drug whores were my addiction." S.B. Alger

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            "I'm reluctant to relay what I know about Tracy and God..." - S.B. Alger

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            "[W]e do witness an almost Christian militant, Religious Fanatic who is involved in Tracy Twyman's occult work.
                This is too dangerous for Tracy Twyman, living and
                dead."

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            The Worst Malice that ever happened to the extraordinary Occult Author Tracy R. Twyman is the involvement of Sean Bryan Alger.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Part I

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Part II
The Narrative: Behind the Scenes

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Sean Bryan Alger, and his "fiancée" Alicia Anna Taylor (who is a practicing nurse)]
                        

                        
                            [image: Facebook Message: Sender: Tracy the boys are really concerned that you may not be safe or have control of your accounts. Can you say something to me so I know its you and your ok ? Jun 3, 2019  Sender: You really hurt _____. I don't think you a very good person. Jun 4, 2019  Seen Jun 4]
                        

                        
                            "..somebody was her friend..somebody she knew.. posing
                    as a husband and wife" Sean Bryan Alger
                (a.k.a. S.B. Alger, owner and operator of S.B. Alger Studio Productions), and his perpetual "fiancée" Alicia (Lee) Anna Taylor of Boise, Idaho (who is a practicing nurse, originally from Walla Walla, Washington.)


                        

                        
                            
                An aggressive message sent from Alicia (Facebook handle Lee Lee) to Tracy R. Twyman, to connect back to
                Sean Bryan Alger, after Tracy attempted to sever communications and all connection
                  with S.B. Alger.
 
A Few days before Tracy Twyman's death, Tracy told her
                    husband: "I don't trust Sean, he is one of them."  

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Lee Lee: Tracy the boys are really
                concerned that you may not be safe or have control of your
                accounts. Can you say something to me so I know its you and your
                ok ?

Jun 3, 2019

Lee Lee: You really hurt Sean. I don't think you a very good person.

Jun 4, 2019  Seen Jun 4 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Text Message to Tracy Twyman from S.B. Alger: I have sounded the alarm about your situation to people on Twitter and in the Discord. I am totally freaked out and scared to death Tracy. Jun 4, 2019]
                        

                        
                            Text Message from Sean Alger: I have sounded the alarm about your situation to people on Twitter and in the Discord.

I am totally freaked out and scared to death Tracy.

Jun 4, 2019

                        

                        
                            Team Work: A phone text message sent from S.B. Alger earlier, before Lee Taylor Facebook aggressive message, fishing for Tracy Twyman, where Sean Alger is trying to play on Tracy Twyman's paranoia and pressure her to reply to his calls.
 S.B. Alger is a "dangerous" Stalker
 If S.B. Alger is "scared to death Tracy", why is he still continuing and without any hesitation broadcasting in multiple social media platforms and podcasts, the same "conspiracy" saga?

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: S.B. Alger of Boise, Idaho who knew Tracy Twyman's office location and her house address.]
                        

                        
                            [image: "Walla Wall Black Widow" Alicia Anna Taylor, a "practicing nurse" preparing for the "Day of the Dead" masquerade]
                        

                        
                            "..and it was while she was on her way back
                    somewhere." S.B. Alger knew of Tracy Twyman's office location as he
                  frequented it, and of her house which he did visit
                  Tracy at before: a walking distance apart. Tracy Twyman enjoyed her night walks from her office to
                    home.

S.B. Alger is known for his Religious Fanaticism
                and extreme Racism & Bigotry; also known for his association with Neo-Nazis and Skinheads
                groups.

Some do speculate that S. B. Alger is a 'federal agent' (double agent).

                        

                        
                            "She was kind of struck by somebody she felt was a
                  friend of hers.."
                Alicia Anna Taylor (a.k.a. Walla Walla Black Widow) a
                "practicing nurse", prepared for the "Day
                of the Dead" masquerade. Alicia did accompany Sean
                frequently when he visited Tracy Twyman's office in
                Washington. They would have lunch together on many occasions.

Would
                a practicing registered nurse have an easier access to 'prescription drugs'
                without leaving a record of obtaining any substance? May be not
                easier, but more at the very possible.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Keep in mind that Washington state is a major hub for Ku Klux Klan (KKK) lodges and chapters in
                  the United States*
                        

                    
                    
                        *Resurgent hate groups have long history in Washington state, Northwest - The Seattle Times
                        

                    
                    
                        
                            "Like all healthcare professionals, every nurse bears the ethical and legal responsibility of following regulations as mandated reporters in their state."

                        

                        
                            More on this..
                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Regarding S. B. Alger's background (according to Sean Bryan Alger's own statements), he was raised
                in a trailer in California by a high-school aged single mother,
                and lived much of his life in trailers. Sean Alger moved to Walla Walla in Washington state, where he met Alicia Lee Taylor. Sean Alger acquired no
                formal education, nor demonstrated any literary work or history. S.B. Alger's upbringing and his life circumstances might have contributed in molding him into a "cheap" and opportunistic persona.
                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Alicia Anna Taylor's late husband: Ryan Anselmo Bosse | 1977 - 2014 | Obituary]
                        

                        
                            From nurse Alicia Anna Taylor "husband's"  obituary. Ryan died at a young age of 36 of "pulmonary
                embolism", after a little more than 7 years of marriage (The seven-year itch).

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Lee Taylor (Alicia Anna Taylor) and late Ryan Boose Wedding]
                        

                        
                            [image: Lee Taylor (Alicia Anna Taylor) and late Ryan Boose Wedding.. The Cake]
                        

                        
                            Lee Taylor (Alicia Anna Taylor) and late (and betrayed) Ryan Boose Wedding

                        

                        
                            Ryan Bosse, Lee Tyalor's late "husband", must be tossing and turning in his grave since S.B. Alger hijacked his wife, family, house, and his bed after his untimely death.
'Dog Eat Dog' World
S.B. Alger tried and is still trying to hijack what is of Tracy R. Twyman after her death.
The Difference: No one did protect Lee Taylor from the Predator that overcame her being and claimed a place in her household, and claimed her late husband's side in bed; while for Tracy Twyman and her work, there are watchers that are dedicated to protect her work and her reputation from such malice.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             No Alicia, it is Alicia who is not "a very good person" and a 'Bad Mother' and  a 'Bad Widow'

While the nuptial bed sheets are still warm from her late 'Husband', Alicia Taylor and without hesitation admits the ever intruding S.B. Alger into her house, taking Alicia's late husband place in bed..

Who is Alicia, to address a Pioneer as Tracy Twyman with
                      a sense of Entitlement & with Rudeness?

Alicia Taylor is part of the Gang Stalking efforts that
                      were directed against Tracy R. Twyman
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            An armada of Bots were unleashed within social media platforms, specifically at Twitter, upon Tracy Twyman's Death to spread misinformation serving those who benefit from such while satisfying other major agendas.

Someone had these Bots in a prepared state and ready, before Tracy Twyman's death as it was already anticipated.

One of S.B. Alger's roles was to have conversations with these bots, to eliminate any possibility of these bots to be detected.

More about this here.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Twitter S. B. Alger @sewneo:  Can't fight what's coming either. :)]
                        

                        
                            Twitter S. B. Alger @sewneo:

Can't fight what's coming either. :)

                        

                        
                            A threat from S.B. Alger directed at  Tracy Twyman's widower.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Discord: S.B. Alger (in regards to a celestial event):  Oh I know it! I assume this fool is taking all of that into account, but maybe failing to note that SCORPIO I am! LOL]
                        

                        
                            Discord: S.B. Alger (in regards to a celestial event):

Oh I know it! I assume this fool is taking all of that into account, but maybe failing to note that SCORPIO I am! LOL

                        

                        
                            Another threat from S.B. Alger directed at Tracy Twyman's widower.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Text Message:Tracy Twyman: Great! I am at The office is just up the street [...] but it's very tiny. Your girlfriend is with you, I take it? | No, she's going "wedding stuff shopping" with her sister. It's S. | B. ala carte | She totally recommended I come see you so I wouldn't go nuts sitting in the suburbs.]
                        

                        
                            
                Tracy R. Twyman is inquiring if Sean Bryan Alger presumed
                "fiancée" Alicia Anna Taylor will accompany
                him. Alicia "totally recommended" that
                Sean must visit Tracy Twyman while in town. 

                        

                        
                             Observe the lack of sense of 'jealousy' from
                  Alicia Taylor, as S.B. Alger is 'going nuts' to see Tracy R.
                Twyman, and as Alicia encourages S.B. Alger to "see"
                Tracy. 

Tracy Twyman identifies Alicia Taylor
                as S.B. Alger's "girlfriend" and not "fiancée:, hence: "..somebody she knew.. posing as a husband and
                    wife." 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Lee Taylor Text Message to Tracy Twyman: "This is Lee Sean's girlfriend lmao so we are now on our way to the correct address"]
                        

                        
                            Observe, that Alicia Taylor, Lee, identifies here self merely as "Sean's girlfriend", and not as the alleged "fiancée" that S.B. Alger claims in public.

                        

                        
                            Lee Taylor is involved in this operation against Tracy R. Twyman.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Text Message: Sean Alger: Wait, wierd! It should be both parts... wtf. Lee says we should smudge your office lol | Tracy Twyman: I should be tap it out. I must be resisting the flow of the stream.]
                        

                        
                            
                Tracy R. Twyman's production office, and Sean Bryan
                Alger's "fiancée" Alicia Anna Taylor wants
                to "smudge" the space. Alicia is involved once again directly. 

                        

                        
                             "Smudge" Tracy's office with
                  what? Both S.B. Alger and Alicia Taylor are extremely Religious to consider any 'New Age', and 'witchy' rituals
                with ease. 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The question that is to be asked:

Why S. B. Alger was not threatened, harassed,
                      gang-stalked, nor targeted by the same group, or
                      individuals that were after Tracy R. Twyman?
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Facebook Sean Alger:  Green Leaf Canyon Campground: Peek-a-boo! We see you,Ms. Twyman=) Grrreat episode!  Sean Alger: Hey look there still following you around and threatening you!]
                        

                        
                             Facebook Sean Alger:

Green Leaf Canyon Campground: Peek-a-boo! We see you,Ms. Twyman=) Grrreat episode!

Sean Alger:
                Hey look there still following you around and threatening you! 

                        

                        
                            Even with a direct confrontation with those who attacked Tracy Twyman, Sean
                Bryan Alger was not attacked nor targeted.

The message gives away the sense that S.B. Alger and the Arizona's Green Leaf Canyon Campground person knew each other and being on the same team, that is, working for the same 'boss'.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "It's not us you should
be worrying about!"
 

                        

                        [image: Discord: S.B. Alger posts Green Leaf Canyon Campground Facebook post regarding Tracy R. Twyman:  S.B. Alger 05/06/2022 2:24 PM:  Fuckin creepo!  8:13 AM MSM Subculture Subversion.. Green Leaf Canyon Campground Aug 12 at 1:43 am:  Poor, poor Ms. Twyman. Sad, mentally tormented Soul. Keep running your mouth & see what happens. It's not us you should be worrying about!  CONSCIOUSNESS TRANSFERRING WE OWN YOUR IMAGINATION  TRACYTWYMAN.COM MSM Subculture Subversion and Cognitive Confiscation: Tracy Twyman and Sean Alger...]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                             'who is "we"? I'm talking to you..'
"young boy...fine clothes to try on.....WTF"
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Youtube @S.B. Alger  CANCERISALIE: I know what you do and what you did  S.B. Alger: I recall you made a similar comment once before. |just deleted it. To be clear... Your vague accusations are hurtful and you're not welcome here if that's how you want to act. If you think we had anything to do with ‘bad things happening’ then you're misled or just a fool. We have our theories as to what really happened w/ Tracy, but we don't publish because the people involved are powerful and not to be trifled with.  We're not aligned with them and never have been... So. Please be polite, or at least be quiet, or I'll just keep deleting and reporting you for harassing me.   Thanks,  CANCERISALIE: @S.B. Alger who is "we" ? I'm talking to you because | can't believe...young boy...fine clothes to try on.....WTF  CANCERISALIE: Just WTF man ??]
                        

                        
                            Youtube @S.B. Alger

CANCERISALIE: I know what you do and what you did

S.B. Alger:
                I recall you made a similar comment once before. I just deleted
                it. To be clear... Your vague accusations are hurtful and you're not
                  welcome here**
                if that's how you want to act. If you think we had anything
                to do with ‘bad things happening’ then you're
                misled or just a fool. We have our theories as to what really
                happened w/ Tracy, but we don't publish because the people
                involved are powerful and not to be trifled with. 

We're not aligned with them and never have
                been... So. Please be polite, or at least be quiet, or I'll
                just keep deleting and reporting you for harassing me.

 Thanks,

CANCERISALIE: @S.B. Alger who is "we" ? I'm talking to you because I
                can't believe...young boy...fine clothes to try
                on.....WTF**

CANCERISALIE:
                Just WTF man ??


                        

                        
                            "Your vague accusations are hurtful and you're not welcome here"

Yet, S.B. Alger readily and happily does exercise the art of Accusations against other individuals, while it is "hurtful" to him if someone (and rightfully) does the same to him.

Was S.B. Alger told by his masters to accuse Tracy Twyman's husband at every social media venue, and S.B. Alger obeyed and acted accordingly and in submissive servitude?
And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise.
KJV Luke 6:31

S.B. Alger is not a victim status as he pretends to be when others do correct him and put him back in his place.

                        

                        
                            
                                "skinny drug whores were my addiction"

                            

                            
                                Godly, Promoting Deviant & Anal Sexual Acts

                            

                        
                        
                            [image:  Promoting Deviant & Anal Sexual Acts]
                            

                            [image:  Promoting Deviant & Anal Sexual Acts]
                            

                        
                    
                    
                        
                             Suprise! 'The Bi Preacher'
For God is Bi like Baphomet
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Not Halloween: S.B. Alger with an S&M Club crowd.]
                        

                        
                            Not Halloween: S.B. Alger "The Bi Preacher" with an S&M Club crowd.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "Jesus.. naked, with an underage boy"
"I am obsessed"
Fishing for the Likes
 

                        

                        
                            [image: S. B. Alger @sewneo - Jul 27  @NealSendlaki Dude! | just watched your show on crazy theories on the Bible & you had David Hillman on for most of the show, & I am obsessed with that guys work!  Is there a way to B in touch with him?   U might enjoy our show, #WeavingSpidersWelcome, live every Saturday evening.]
                        

                        
                            Twitter S. B. Alger @sewneo:

Brilliant but short audio from Dr. David Amon Hillman:
.....

"Why was Jesus arrested in a cemetery at 3am, naked, with an underage boy?"

S. B. Alger @sewneo - Jul 27

@NealSendlaki
Dude! | just watched your show on crazy theories on the Bible & you had David Hillman on for most of the show, & I am obsessed with that guys work!

Is there a way to B in touch with him?

U might enjoy our show, #WeavingSpidersWelcome, live every Saturday evening.


                        

                        
                            "My soul is already bound, I'm the indentured servant of the Lord Jesus Christ."
S.B. Alger, at Discord

                        

                        
                            This is how much Respect S.B. Alger shows the public  toward his own Ideology

 Perhaps it is the excitement lit by the image of an adult being "naked, with an underage boy"

A Satanist

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Know Thyself 

                        

                        
                            [image: Discord S.B. Alger quotes Facebook post:  "Communitarian virtues include snitching, gossip, coveting, stalking, harassing and gaslighting. It's supramoral."]
                        

                        
                            Discord S.B. Alger quotes Facebook post:

"Communitarian virtues include snitching, gossip, coveting, stalking, harassing and gaslighting. It's supramoral."

                        

                        
                            Beyond Morality? Perhaps this explains the rabid Hypocrisy that S.B. Alger exemplifies with everything he does and says in public.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "Twyman was our co-producer and research partner" 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter @sewneo S. B. Alger:  Twyman was our co-producer and research partner before she allegedly killed herself.  The article "Secret of Minnie's Mouse" has been scrubbed from the web but it's not impossible to find, You might enjoy the strange angles and connections.]
                        

                        
                            Twitter @sewneo S. B. Alger:

Twyman was our co-producer and research partner before she allegedly killed herself.

The article "Secret of Minnie's Mouse" has been scrubbed from the web but it's not impossible to find.

You might enjoy the strange angles and connections.


                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Harping once again on the dreadful, 'dangerous' "conspiracy stuff" 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter S. B. Alger @sewneo Anouncement! [original spelling]:  Had a xx talk with Benjamin Balderson of "Odin's Alchemy"!  He invited me to talk conspiracy stuff, and hidden science, of tragic saga of Tracy Twyman.  Premiers tonight!  PLEASE JOIN US--& SHARE THIS--& THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING!]
                        

                        
                            Twitter, S.B. Alger @sewneo "Anouncement" [original spelling]:

Had a xx talk with Benjamin Balderson of "Odin's Alchemy"!

He invited me to talk conspiracy stuff, and hidden science, of tragic saga of Tracy Twyman.

...

Premiers tonight!

PLEASE JOIN US--& SHARE THIS--& THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING!

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             ..and he keeps talking about Horrible Death & Conspiracies that led to such Death.. 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter, S. B. Alger @sewneo:  We did a great episode with #TracyTwyman and #WilliamRamseyInvestigates, covering this and other topics. Here's the link:...  DrowningVictims @SmileyFaceCult:  These are the Faces of Missing men that were Found in water after missing or still missing here. Media Ignores.  ...]
                        

                        
                            Twitter, S. B. Alger @sewneo:

We did a great episode with #TracyTwyman and #WilliamRamseyInvestigates, covering this and other topics. Here's the link:... 

DrowningVictims @SmileyFaceCult:

These are the Faces of Missing men that were Found in water after missing or still missing here. Media Ignores.

...

                        

                        
                            Since Tracy Twyman's death, S.B. Alger have been racing to contact and to book 'shows' with every person or group that Tracy Twyman had an interview with.

Observe, how S.B. Alger have been exhausting #TracyTwyman Twitter hashtag.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Extremism & "New Nationalist"  

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:  Quoting:  Winter Watch @New_Nationalist:  Tools for Rebutting the Conspiracy-Theorist. Mental-Illness Gaslighting Slur  "Conspiracy Theorist: Nothing more than a derogatory title used to dismiss a critical thinker."]
                        

                        
                            Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:

Winter Watch @New_Nationalist:

Tools for Rebutting the Conspiracy-Theorist. Mental-Illness Gaslighting Slur

 "Conspiracy Theorist: Nothing more than a derogatory title used to dismiss a critical thinker."


                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Twitter Examples of sewneo and broadcasting "dangerous" topics - Penis Dildo & Suicide by Gun Shot to Head: S. B. Alger @sewneo 5h It's been a long time and #Baked Alaska has come a long way:]
                        

                    
                    
                        [image: Twitter Examples of sewneo and broadcasting "dangerous" topics - Penis Dildo & Suicide by Gun Shot to Head - detail]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Hollow Megalomania 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:  Kyle Matovcik @KMatovcik  Who is the most intelligent person you know when it comes to Conspiracy theories? As in actually brings receipts.   Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:   Me]
                        

                        
                            Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:

Kyle Matovcik @KMatovcik

Who is the most intelligent person you know when it comes to Conspiracy theories? As in actually brings receipts. 

Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:
 
me.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The Irony
It wasn't the "Satanic Abuse"
It was God® & His Delegates
 FAIL Fishing Attempt 
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:  "plus SA"? Like you are trained and helping people who have suffered satanic abuse?  Blackbird Flies @griffgirl20:  lol  some of the worst abuse i've suffered in my life was at the hands of so called jesus followers who thought it was their calling to impose their completely fukked agenda...on everyone. their very own self identified hell awaits. they think it's waiting for someone else. haha]
                        

                        
                            Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:

"plus SA"? Like you are trained and helping people who have suffered satanic abuse?

Blackbird Flies  @griffgirl20:

lol

some of the worst abuse i've suffered in my life was at the hands of so called jesus followers who thought it was their calling to impose their completely fukked agenda...on everyone.
their very own self identified hell awaits. they think it's waiting for someone else. haha

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             ..so confident that non would bother him as Tracy R. Twyman was 'bothered' 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter, S.B. Alger @sewneo:  You are sure you wanna know about #pizzagate? ...  Quoting maybe:illi @Not_illi708 [bot]:  Relying to @StretchnoStress:  "i aint know about symbols. now i wanna see how deep the rabbit hole go"]
                        

                        
                            Twitter, S.B. Alger @sewneo:

You are sure you wanna know about #pizzagate?
...

Quoting maybe:illi @Not_illi708 [bot]:

Relying to @StretchnoStress:

"i aint know about symbols. now i wanna see how deep the rabbit hole go"

                        

                        
                            S. B. Alger is conversing with a 'bot' on Twitter regarding #pizzagate and "how deep the rabbit hole go".

                        

                        
                            See here for more details about these Bots

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "had to take her out" 

                        

                        
                            [image: Discord, S.B. Alger:  We've seen half a dozen things since Tracy's passing that let us know she was way too far/deep into their plan... I don't wanna list them right now--but--I think they "had to take her out" because she was gonna fuck up their scripted BS.]
                        

                        
                            Discord, S.B. Alger:

We've seen half a dozen things since Tracy's passing that let us know she was way too far/deep into their plan... I don't wanna list them right now--but--I think they "had to take her out" because she was gonna fuck up their scripted BS.

                        

                        
                            And you feel safe to talk about it in contradiction to an earlier statement?
"We have our theories as to what really happened w/ Tracy, but we don't publish because the people involved are powerful and not to be trifled with."

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            A chilling comment and conversation from a YouTube user
                with S. B. Alger, where the commenter tells Sean Alger:
                "I know what you do and what you did" regarding Tracy R. Twyman's death (and many other
                harm that was done to Tracy by S.B. Alger).
"We have our theories as to what really happened w/ Tracy,
                    but we don't publish because the people involved are
                    powerful and not to be trifled with."
Not true, Sean Alger has no theory at
                      all; only accusations against a certain individual which Sean Alger spreads around as a fact, as an axiom,
                  regarding Tracy Twyman's death. 

Also Sean Alger does publicize these
                  'dangerous' videos made by Tracy Twyman in every
                  social-media venue while deriding Tracy's widower as the
                  person who is trying to bury these materials.

Are
                  we dealing with two or more factions of these
                  "powers" and their "turf war" (as Tracy
                  would term their power struggle)? Which of these
                  "powers" S. B. Alger serves obediently?

Rather, Sean Alger was revealing half of the truth here. Indeed,
                there are other groups that are involved in Tracy's
                death.

S.B. Alger was the closest person to Tracy
                Twyman's location and gained her trust for her to
                admit him into her office and her house. Sean Alger, is part of these groups that he tries to deny
                    his association with.

There
                are individuals out there who do know what was S.B. Alger's
                role in Tracy's death, as how Tracy Twyman was suicided.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Agent #001 

                        

                        
                            [image: Discord Channel S.B. Alger:  "Hey @everyone  ....I'm hearing rumors that some of you think am a federal agent because I dropped some copypasta in the memes Channel.  I find this hilarious, and I also find it funny that if I address it it appears that I am hedging and will likely create even more suspicion that I might be secretly working with the bad guys."  ....]
                        

                        
                            Discord Channel S.B. Alger:

Hey @everyone 

.... I'm hearing rumors
                that some of you think am a federal agent because I dropped some
                copypasta in the memes Channel. 

I find this
                hilarious, and I also find it funny that if I address it it
                appears that I am hedging and will likely create even more
                suspicion that I might be secretly working with the bad guys.

....

                        

                        
                            "..I might be secretly working with the bad
                    guys."
                The reference here is alluding to the federal agencies in the
                United States.

How hypocritical as both Sean Bryan Alger & Alicia Taylor do receive their
                income from the federal government (and being on the Pentagon's payroll). 

Besides, this is against the federal protocols of
                "Code of Conduct" [not to mention the criminal
                  Hate Crime incidents.]

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Suprise! Agent #002 

                        

                        
                            [image: Contact Name: Lee Taylor Contact Info: Email & Direct Job Title: Counterintelligence Officer Location: United States, District of Columbia, Washington, D.C. Company: U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs Name: www.va.gov]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Alicia Anna Taylor = Lee Taylor 

                        

                        
                            [image: Facebook Lee Taylor]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Twitter @sewneo (S. B. Alger)  "The highest honor in journalism is being murdered by the CIA.]
                        

                        
                            Twitter @sewneo (S. B. Alger)

#rip #TracyTwyman

The highest honor in journalism is being murdered by the
                CIA.

                        

                        
                            Once again, S. B. Alger bites the hand that feeds him and feeds
                Alicia Anna Taylor.

Now S. B. Alger, and after
                defaming Tracy's widower, blaming and accusing the CIA for
                murdering Tracy R. Twyman.

Observe the abuse S.B. Alger commits by overusing #TracyTwyman Twitter hashtag.

Instead of accusing individuals, 'mysterious' groups, and government agencies, perhaps S. B. Alger should take a good look in the mirror                    and look in the eye, and ask:
"Who murdered Tracy
                    Twyman?"

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             'For the Benefit of Mr. Kite' 

                        

                        
                            [image: Facebook Lee Lee (Alicia Anna Taylor): Started New Job at Boise VA Medical Center June 8, 2020  Boise, Idaho]
                        

                        
                            Facebook Lee Lee (Alicia Anna Taylor): 

Started New Job at Boise VA Medical Center

June 8,
                2020
Boise, Idaho

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Resume S.B. Alger:  Walla Walla Home Medical, Walla Walla, WA Technician/Certified ATP — Wheelchair JUNE 2008- OCTOBER 2013  Responsible to evaluate, medically justify, order build/configure, supply, adjust and repair any/all mobility equipment and other DME equipment in a 150 mile radius.]
                        

                        
                            Resume S.B. Alger: 

Walla Walla Home Medical, Walla Walla, WA
— Wheelchair Technician/Certified
                  ATP

JUNE 2008- OCTOBER 2013 [current role in employment]

Responsible to evaluate, medically justify, order
                build/configure, supply, adjust and repair any/all mobility
                equipment and other DME equipment in a 150 mile radius.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Reddit: sewneo (S.B. Alger):  "Very Gnostic. Oh! Btw... for some reason... Devout Muslims in wheelchairs made me LOL> I felt horrible."]
                        

                        
                            Reddit: sewneo
                    (S.B. Alger):

Very Gnostic. 

Oh! Btw... for some
                reason... Devout Muslims in wheelchairs made me LOL> I felt
                horrible.

*Original post on Reddit was 'deleted'. A copy of the webpage is perserved listing these hateful lines.

                        

                        
                            Both S. B. Alger & Alicia Anna Taylor work with immobile patients within the medical industry: at the VA
                Hospital, and wheelchair fitting and repair shop.

If Tracy Twyman was "suicided", then a team of two (with Sean's and Alicia's expertise for an
                    example) would be able to handle the weight, and thus position a
                  drugged, immobile, and a 'limp' person into a "suicide" position
                  efficiently, and in timely manner; and above all, with
                  confidence rather to make it look as if the victim had
                  committed such act that caused their own death.

Besides, the cowardly racism and bigotry are publicized and admitted publicly against a special needs 'disabled' person that S.B. Alger was hired by his employer to 'assist'.

S.B. Alger, the God Fearing philanthrope (with his
                never ceasing mantra and preaching of "REPENT! REPENT TO GOD!"),
                  mocks and abuses a disabled person , a client of his employer, and writes about it in Reddit; such is because this person is a Muslim: The person's crime that decreed and justified
                  Sean Alger's abuse, is that this disabled person
                  was a Muslim, nothing more and nothing less.

This is a Hate Crime admitted & confessed.

S. B. Alger's behavior is of a Psychopath

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                                Home

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             A Nurse is a Mandated Reporter 

                        

                        
                            Alicia Anna Taylor (Lee Taylor), S.B. Alger's alleged "fiancée" is a Mandated Reporter due to her role and position as a registered nurse.

Thus, legally and by the law Alicia is required and  must , as it is her duty, report S.B. Alger and his actions of his publicly admitted negligence and abuse against disabled individuals (as shown above) whom S.B. Alger was employed to serve;  as his actions were "motivated by Hate".

License #200540121RN 
NPI:	1457476392


                        

                        
                            "Like all healthcare professionals, every nurse bears the ethical and legal responsibility of following regulations as mandated reporters in their state."

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Mandated Reporter Nurse: Lee Taylor of Boise Idaho]
                        

                        
                            [image: Hate Crime: Sean Bryan Alger]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                                Home

                                    

                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The Degenerate, Extremely Degenerate 

                        

                        
                            [image: S.B. Alger Posing beside a Trash Bin]
                            

                            "..skinny drug whores were my addiction." S.B. Alger

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Blatant Racism & Blatantly Racist
(Publicly Bigot and Hateful, for it pleaseth a Demented God) 

                        

                        [image: Twitter @sewneo Racism:  @sewneo - Jun 17  ...and this is what happens when you get 'hit' with some old school evolution: twitter.com/DegreaseNeil/s...  S. B. Alger  This Tweet is from a suspended account. Learn more]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Confessions of a Drug Addict 

                        

                        
                            [image: 4chan sewneo  Met best girl ever. Chubby, hot, traditional and supportive.  We never fight either. Its amazing what a good relationship can do for your soul.  I did that too... 7 years with that bitch. Two kids. Now I never see em. Ruined my life a lot for that bitch. She's completely nuts now. Literally insane. Still on drugs. Still going to treatment and dropping out.  I recovered. I got away and I'm better. Great actually.  But I miss my fucking kids anon.  Get away from it anon.  Go accept lonely life and learn why you love damaged bitches anon. ..or you'll be like me. And you might not recover.]
                        

                        
                            4chan sewneo (S.B. Alger):

Met best girl ever. Chubby [fat, overweight, heavy, 'smelly', 'smells like fish'], hot [cheap], traditional
                  [religious, supposedly]
                and supportive.

We never fight either. Its amazing what a good
                relationship can do for your soul.

I did that too... 7 years with that bitch.
                Two kids. Now I never see em. Ruined my life a lot for that
                bitch. She's completely nuts now. Literally insane. Still
                on drugs. Still going to treatment and dropping out.

I
                recovered. I got away and I'm better. Great actually.

But
                I miss my fucking kids anon.

Get away from it
                anon.

Go accept lonely life and learn why you love
                damaged bitches anon. ..or you'll be like me. And you might
                not recover.

                        

                        
                            S. B. Alger is deprived from seeing his children, and he is not allowed being within their presence.

While the "supportive" Alicia Taylor allows S.B.
                  Alger to be around her children.

Hence: "7 years with that bitch" = 7 years
                          itch
A Psychopath

                        

                        
                            [image: Alicia Anna Taylor]
                        

                        
                            Alicia Lee Taylor (almost exposing her breasts for the photo)

 S. B. Alger: "Met best girl ever. Chubby, hot, traditional and supportive."

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Mandated Reporter Nurse: Lee Taylor of Boise Idaho]
                        

                        
                            [image: Hate Crime: Sean Bryan Alger]
                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Underage Runaway "Whores"?
Very Possible case of Trafficking (Prostitution) & Rape 

                        

                        
                            [image: Reddit: sewneo (S.B. Alger):  Exactly. Me too. Same. Took a year celibate and alone. Realized toxic skinny drug whores were my addiction.  Said NEVER AGAIN.  Fast forward. Met best girl ever. Chubby, hot, traditional and supportive. We never fight either. Its amazing what a good relationship can do for your soul.]
                        

                        
                            Reddit: sewneo
                (S.B. Alger): 

Exactly. Me too. Same. Took a year celibate and alone. Realized toxic skinny drug whores were my addiction.

Said NEVER AGAIN.

Fast forward. 

Met best girl ever. Chubby, hot, traditional and supportive. We never fight either. Its amazing what a good relationship can do for your soul.

                        

                        
                             "Realized toxic skinny drug whores were my addiction."

There is a well defined trait of a Rapist mentality in profiling and isolating the victims; they are drug addicts, "whores", and "skinny" (either by the virtue of their very young age, or/and the conditions of their physical health).

Perhaps this is in reference to trafficked underage runaway (female and male) "whores".
 

                            

                            

                        

                        


                    
                    
                        
                             Promoting Deviant & Anal Sexual Acts among Uber Religious Members 

                        

                        
                            [image: Promoting Deviant & Anal Sexual Acts among Religious Members]
                        

                        
                            [image: Promoting Deviant & Anal Sexual Acts among Religious Members 2]
                        

                        
                            [image: Promoting Deviant & Anal Sexual Acts among Religious Members 4]
                        

                        
                            A Sample of what S.B. Alger promotes on his Telegram Channel following the lead of Aleister Crowley's attitude toward anal sex for 'Enlightenment' experience.
 Religious Fanaticism and the Promotion of Homo-Erotic Propaganda & Art

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Twitter @sewneo S.B. Alger:  It's definitely toxic & shit, some people might even call it abuse, but some people choose to be in volatile relationships, so it's whatever... you know?  My ex-wife was a crazy bitch. so I used a lot of strategies, but now my relationship is healthy, so I don't need it anymore.]
                        

                        
                            Twitter @sewneo S.B. Alger:

It's definitely toxic & shit, some people might even call it abuse, but some people choose to be in volatile relationships, so it's whatever... you know?

My ex-wife was a crazy bitch. so I used a lot of strategies, but now my relationship is healthy, so I don't need it anymore.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Reddit: sewneo (S.B. Alger): "I just make sure they know I'm really crazy and dangerous too..."]
                        

                        
                            Reddit: sewneo
                (S.B. Alger): 

"I just make sure they know
                I'm really crazy and dangerous too..."

                        

                        
                            
                You would hear this from someone with threatening Criminal
                inclinations.
While Alicia Taylor allows the "crazy and
                  dangerous" S.B. Alger to be around her children at home.A Psychopath 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "I'll fucking kill ALL of you people." 

                        

                        
                            [image: Because of the witch Monica B.: A prose written by S.B. Alger, against a Witch:  I'll fucking kill ALL of you people.  So much better than me and I'm feeling so insecure. And now I've learned to let all that go---so---you must DIE!  DIE DIE DIE DIE DIE  and quickly now darl-yings, I'h've not got time for spelling or grammar or djarlingling etc]
                        

                        
                             Because of the witch Monica B.: A journal written by S.B. Alger, against a Witch:

I'll fucking kill ALL of you people.

So much better than me and I'm feeling so
                insecure. And now I've learned to let all that
                go---so---you must DIE!

DIE DIE DIE DIE DIE

and quickly now darl-yings,
                I'h've not got time for spelling or grammar or
                djarlingling etc 

                        

                        
                             "Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live"
(Mormon Edition Bible)
                Ex. 22:18 

                        

                        
                             In sympathy, we cannot help but to wonder and ask what was the (divinely decreed) fate of "witch Monica B."
 Alas, poor 'Monica A.' et 'Monica
                  B.'.

While Alicia Taylor allows this individual, S.B. Alger, with his serious threats to be around her children in her house.


A Psychopath 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger): "My library is huge. Much of it is 'of my enemies works.']
                        

                        
                            Twitter: @sewneo
                (S.B. Alger):

"My library is huge. Much of it is 'of my enemies works.'"

                        

                        
                             Jews, Catholics, Muslims, Arabs, Occultists, Witches; Tracy
                    R. Twyman?

A Psychopath  

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Almost Militant: Religious Fanaticism 

                        

                        
                            
                                 "..the Tracy Twyman fans. The fanatics. We were her
                    evangelists." 

                            

                        

                        
                            
                Twitter: @sewneo
                (S.B. Alger): Jul 12, 2019
 
I have to go to
                work. Work actually helps. It seems 'normal'. Nothing
                else seems normal. We're all lost together out here--us--the Tracy Twyman fans. The fanatics. We were her
                  evangelical.
                We still are. It's up to us now to represent what she
                taught us. It's up to us.
 

                        

                        
                             Not even a few days into Tracy Twyman's death, S.B. Alger
                  'hijacked' Tracy's posthumous presence and claimed to be the Evangelical Fanatic that he is in regards to Tracy R.
                  Twyman's public image & body of work.
                  He was not granted any authority by Tracy Twyman's
                  Estate. 

Tracy Twyman's websites' Mailchimp 'mailing list', containing the
                    names and email addresses of hundreds of Tracy's
                    fans, was compromised (stolen) by Sean Bryan Alger,
                  and was utilized to further his
                  'Religious' agendas, including to severely defame her surviving widower.

This did necessitate a legal action from Tracy
                    R. Twyman's Estate against Sean Bryan Alger &
                    Alicia Anna Taylor. 

                            

                            

                        

                        
                             [A Statement of the myriads of Statements made by S.B. Alger about Tracy
                    Twyman] 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "Tracy Twyman is not a Televangelist
Wrong Channel"  

                        

                        
                            [image: Discord S.B. Alger:  Good Morning @everyone, this is from twitter, and I found it too important to only post in #remembering-tracy. Please read and "enjoy": "@schizotime_: ~ Thread - "The Parasite Pill" What did Jesus do in the desert for 40 days? occult significance of organs and parasites, excerpts from the P.P. pdf, theories, studies, and proper cleanse protocols alon....."]
                        

                        
                            Discord S.B. Alger:

Good Morning @everyone, this is from twitter, and I found it too important to only post in #remembering-tracy. Please read and "enjoy":

Thread by @schizotime_ on Thread Reader App

@schizotime_: - Thread - "The Parasite Pill" What did Jesus do in the desert for 40 days? occult significance of organs and parasites, excerpts from the P.P. pdf, theories, studies, and proper cleanse protocols alon.....


                        

                        
                            Religious Fanaticism & Confusion between God & Devil

Tracy Twyman wrote about the Devil, and not about God.

Tracy Twyman is not a Televangelist
Wrong Channel

What is confusing about this?


                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The Damned: Stealing from the Dead 

                        

                        [image: Tracy Twyman's text content to S.B. Alger:  Most people are doing better than me financially but on the other hand my business has really succeeded more than the majority of business attempts that people make. Most people would've give up by now too but I can't see myself doing that. I still believe that with the proper love and attention this can be nurtured into something that could someday provide full-time jobs for Several people and maybe even be worthy as family business to be passed on to the future.]
                        

                        
                            Tracy Twyman's text content to S.B. Alger:

.. Most people are doing better than me financially but on the other hand my business has really succeeded more than the majority of business attempts that people make. Most people would've give up by now too but I can't see myself doing that. I still believe that with the proper love and attention this can be nurtured into something that could someday provide full-time jobs for Several people and maybe even be worthy as family business to be passed on to the future.

                        

                        
                            Yet, S. B. Alger does steal from the Dead and from Tracy R. Twyman's surviving Family and encourages others to follow his 'Godly' ways in causing more harm to Tracy even when she's dead.

Perhaps it is another way of expressing a 'power trip' over the dead.

Tracy had in her mind that her achievements will be "passed on" to her family, and stays 'in house' according to her words.
 Until when Alicia Anna Taylor will allow this nonsense to continue and being "supportive" of it?

                        

                    
                    
                        [image: Plus Ultra Medal (Produced without Permission from Tracy Twyman Estate): There is More Beyond]
                        

                        
                            [image: Plus Ultra Medal (Produced without Permission from Tracy Twyman Estate): There is More Beyond]
                        

                        
                            "I shook my head in an effort to snap myself back into reality. Then I dug into my phone and Google-image- searched until I found a website where some asshole had illegally uploaded a PDF of my book about Baphomet."

Tracy R. Twyman,
 from Genuflect (Chapter 15)

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Alicia Lee Taylor's Leeching Lunatic 

                        

                        
                            [image: YouTube S.B. Alger:  ..create art and read ..and Tracy [stutter] Twyman, would read aloud.. ]
                        

                        
                            [image: YouTube: S.B. Alger never ceasing obsession with Tracy Twyman: "create art and read ..and Tracy Twyman, would read aloud" with a nervous look]
                        

                        
                            YouTube S.B. Alger:

..create art and read ..and Tracy [stutter] Twyman, would read aloud.. 

                        

                        
                             Observe how S.B. Alger is looking nervous (and stutters) in 2nd still, and before finishing from mentioning the name of "Tracy Twyman" 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):   1) Thankful for an amazing partner who supports me & never micromanages me  2) Thankful for freedom to take care of biz & things w/o a full time job  3) Thankful for my pugs & their unconditional love  4) Thankful for God giving me endless creativity  5) Thankful for Jesus Christ   Shadeed Q. Eleazer | Web3 Intellectual Pro... @mrshade...  What 5 details from your current situation are you thankful for today?]
                        

                        
                            Twitter: @sewneo
                (S.B. Alger):

 1) Thankful for an amazing partner who supports me & never micromanages me
 2) Thankful for freedom to take care of biz & things w/o a full time job
 3) Thankful for my pugs & their unconditional love
 4) Thankful for God giving me endless creativity
 5) Thankful for Jesus Christ

Shadeed Q. Eleazer | Web3 Intellectual Pro... @mrshade...

What 5 details from your current situation are you thankful for today?

                        

                        
                             "Thankful for freedom to take care of biz & things w/o a full time job"

By Stealing from Tracy R. Twyman Estate?
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Schizophrenia Displayed:
Displayed Schizophrenia 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  Replying to xxxx  They are super nice! I've been working with FiMo every week:]
                        

                        
                            [image:  Telegram S.B. Alger Schizophrenia Displayed: Displayed Schizophrenia]
                        

                        [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger) Schizophrenia Displayed: Displayed Schizophrenia]
                        

                        
                            Twitter: @sewneo
                (S.B. Alger):

Replying to xxxx

They are super nice!
I've been working with FiMo every week:


                        

                        
                            "4) Thankful for God giving me endless creativity"

"As much skill as need to pray
In thanks or hope for their dark lot have they
To their stern Maker,"


                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                The extreme confidence that Sean Bryan Alger displayed by claiming authority overnight on everything that is of Tracy R. Twyman, suggests that S.B. Alger does report to someone that manages him; and that he does function under a protection (and a cover) by certain group or groups, whom were contributing and crucial to Tracy Twyman's demise.

                            

                            
                                Examples of what is of Tracy Twyman that S.B. Alger tried to claim authority on:

                            

                            
                                 * Tracy Twyman's posthumous presence and biography.
 * Tracy Twyman's websites' Mailchimp list;
 * (There were attempts to 'hijack' TracyTwyman.com domain name.)
 * Tracy Twyman's copyrights, as such by freely and en-mass distributing & pirating Tracy's books, essays, and videos; and this is done via an 'organized' operation.
 * Producing Statements on every social media platform regarding Tracy Twyman's life and death; and regarding her surviving widower.
 * Publicizing his plan to publish and print Tracy's books on his own.

                            

                            
                                Someone wanted to be assured that everything that is about and of Tracy R. Twyman is under their control. And that what happened to Tracy Twyman remains a "mystery".

                            

                            
                                S.B. Alger is aware that Tracy's husband is the legal heir to Tracy Twyman's Estate.

                            

                            
                                To consider another rationale, these bold moves could be at instinctive level, that is, this is how a Predator would feel and act toward a Prey and what is left of it, after the deed is done.

                            

                            
                                S.B. Alger is a dangerous person, according to his own confession.

                            

                            
                                Sean Bryan Alger is the main source of disinformation that is wide spread against Tracy R. Twyman and her surviving Widower.

                            

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             “Judge not, that ye be not judged.” 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  @steveouttrim Not bad, but she'd drastically changed... even found God in my opinion.  She had regrets and massive changes of heart and that was during & after I'd befriended her. Jul 19, 2019]
                        

                        
                            Twitter: @sewneo
                (S.B. Alger):

@steveouttrim Not bad, but she'd
                drastically changed... even found God in my opinion.

She
                had regrets and massive changes of heart and that was during
                & after I'd befriended her.

Jul 19,
                2019

                        

                        
                             An example of many of social media disinformation against the Occult author Tracy
                  R. Twyman to create a narrative that Tracy did 'repent', and that S.B. Alger was her
                    'spiritual' guide figure.

S.B. Alger fancies himself to be in God's postiton

[Another Statement from S.B. Alger about Tracy
                      Twyman] 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Satanism = "Kids science experiment" 

                        

                        
                            [image: Text: Sean Alger: "I was thinking yesterday we could write an "MTV / Kids science experiment" book Style where you seduce people into using Ouija board by telling all the stories of why they definitely should not.]
                        

                        
                            Text message to Tracy Twyman from: Sean Alger: 

I was thinking yesterday we could write an
                "MTV / Kids science experiment" book Style where you
                seduce people into using Ouija board by telling all the stories
                of why they definitely should not.

                        

                        
                             "not be seduced by evil spirits"
(Mormon Edition Bible) D&C 46:7 

                        

                        
                             S.B. Alger advises and suggests to
                  Tracy Twyman the contradictory and the opposite of what publicly is stated and preached: That both of S.B Alger and Tracy Twyman should "seduce" the 'youth' into 'Satanism' and the "Ouija" board by 'deceit'.

While Alicia Taylor allows a creep as S.B. Alger who
                    thinks of 'Satanism' as a "Kids science
                    experiment" to be around her children.
 

                        

                        [image: Alicia Lee Taylor]
                        

                        
                             S.B. Alger took it on himself to distribute Tracy's 'Satanic'
                  pirated books to all those listed on the stolen mailing list, and beyond; as he was
                  recruiting (fishing for) 'subscribers'
                  through various social media networks to expose and indoctrinate them into Tracy's
                  'Satanic' literature.
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Could this same scenario had been the beginnings of what
                  happened 35 years ago?
A 1988 “special report” in Utah County’s
                  Daily Herald featured the headline: “Satanism in Utah County: Our children may be victims
                    of growing cult.”
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             “ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye mete, it
                  shall be measured to you again.” 

                        

                        
                            [image: Discord: S. B. Alger:  "And she was slowly over the course of many years repenting from doing divination and ouija work..."]
                        

                        
                            Discord: S. B. Alger:

And she was slowly over the course of many years
                repenting from doing divination and ouija work...

                        

                        
                            
                In contrast to the previous text-message content,
                this cannot be perceived other than blatantly stated hypocrisy and misinformation against the occult author Tracy R. Twyman.

[Another Statement from S.B. Alger about Tracy
                    Twyman] 

                        

                    
                    
                        [image: Reddit: S. B. Alger:  "Better to go look up Tracy and her Ouija board stuff..."]
                        

                        
                            Reddit: S. B. Alger:

Better to go look up Tracy and her Ouija board
                stuff...

                        

                        
                            
                A clear pattern of Hypocrisy & Contradictory Statements: Two-Faced Preaching 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             HYPOCRITE
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Phone text message to Tracy Twyman, sent from Hypocrite S.B. Alger  Sean Alger: Chapter 10 7m 3 remaining The DOCTRINE AND RITUAL of HIGH MAGIC ELIPHAS LEVI]
                        

                        


                        
                            HYPOCRITE

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "Strangely Erotic Man" Fantasy Art Project
A Whimsical Cuckold
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger): My god I'm lost again. Is there anything more to say?  I'll end in whimsy and say I've found this beautifully talented and strangely erotic man--@xxxxx--and I keep having a little fantasy art project in my head:]
                        

                        
                            Twitter: @sewneo
                (S.B. Alger):

My god I'm lost again. Is there
                anything more to say?

I'll end in whimsy and say
                I've found this beautifully talented and strangely erotic
                man--@xxxxx--and I keep having a little fantasy art project in
                my head:

                        

                        
                             ..to compliment the art of seducing youth into
                  'Satanism' with such "erotic man" "fantasy".

A Satanist Fantasy

                        

                        
                            [image: Alicia Anna Taylor Smoking]
                        

                        
                            Alicia Lee Taylor in 'bad girl' pose (S&M?) & new prospects to be introduced to a 'Bull' worthy of her.

 S. B. Alger: "I'll end in whimsy and say I've found this beautifully talented and strangely erotic man"

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Advertising 'Seeking an Erotic 'Bull' for the Spouse and more' 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  "One of the greatest memes ever made.  'If you're gonna cuck... CUCK HARD'"]
                        

                        
                            Twitter: @sewneo
                (S.B. Alger):

One of the greatest memes ever
                made.

#RIP #TRACYTWYMAN 

'If you're gonna cuck... CUCK
                HARD'

TracyTwyman.com/PlusUltra

                        

                        
                             A display of S.B. Alger's repulsive obsession with the person of Tracy R. Twyman.
                    There is no day passes without S.B. Alger posts about Tracy
                    Twyman in multiple social media outlets.

#TRACYTWYMAN Twitter hashtag abused once again. 


Alicia Anna Taylor is aware of Sean Alger's unhealthy
                    and necrophiliac obsession towards the late
                    Tracy Twyman; and of his cuckoldry. 

Perhaps such display of 'affection'
                    is necessary to deflect any suspicion; or just necrophilia; Feeling power over the dead.
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             A Freudian Slip
'Cuck Sucking' & Nationalism 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:  White Trashionalism @WTrashionaislm  AMERICA FIRST, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN]
                        

                        
                            Twitter S.B. Alger @sewneo:

White Trashionalism @WTrashionaislm

AMERICA FIRST, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN


                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Tracy Twyman was a Married Woman 

                        

                        
                            [image: Reddit: S. B. Alger:  "Better to go look up Tracy and her Ouija board stuff..."]
                        

                        
                            Discrod: S. B. Alger:

where are u at gurl

"Satan's Anus"

                        

                        
                            S.B. Alger does forget that he is with Alicia Anna Taylor and that Tracy R. Twyman was not his wife.

Due to his sickly and repulsive obsession with the person of Tracy R. Twyman, S.B. Alger had committed many illegal activities against Tracy's work believing that Tracy R. Twyman was his wife and he is entitled to anything of her.

 In the process of manifesting such mental illness, S.B. Alger is in a total denial of Tracy's husband and widower, and the legal entitlement that comes with such.

Like a true Cuckold, S.B. Alger left no Social Media platform without his posts and gossip while intruding in the private life of Tracy R. Twyman and her husband.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Twitter S. B. Alger @sewneo 'fishing':   "What's your telegram please"]
                        

                        
                            Twitter S. B. Alger @sewneo 'fishing': 

What's your telegram please

                        

                        
                            
                An example of 'fishing'.. 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             LOL .. No Funk.. Religious Fanaticism & The Uninitiated
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter @sewnwo S.B. Alger:  Replying to @WilllamRamseyln:  LOL  It]
                        

                        
                            Twitter @sewnwo S.B. Alger:

Replying to @WilllamRamseyln:

LOL

It's strange how the 'perceived' somehow overshadows reality! I remember when we had you and Tracy Twyman on together, I also had to reassure you she wasn't a practising [original spelling] occultist/left hand type.

                        

                        
                            "she wasn't a practising [original spelling] occultist/left hand type."

Obviously, Sean Bryan Alger is in a delusional denial. Whether such is due a psychological or physical trauma, is something to ponder upon. 

Worse, S.B. Alger jumps unto every social media platform repeating the same nonsense thinking he owns the rights and the copyright to Tracy Twyman's image.

Who is S.B. Alger to make such statements? Was S.B. Alger Tracy's husband, publisher..?

What Education and Experience does S.B. Alger have to state such rubbish against Tracy R. Twyman?

If S.B. Alger is such a Religious person, what is he doing with Tracy Twyman's work and freely distributing them everywhere? 

What does S.B. Alger want from a 'Satanist' author? 

Who does S.B. Alger think he is, to be possessive over Tracy Twyman's work and biography?

Why S.B. Alger is trying to please his Masters until this day? Out of Fear or Greed?

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Sean Bryan Alger's Statement at Tracking The Leopard Meroz:  "It's fair to warn people about the occult dangers... But it's just as fair to warn people of the trap of indignation in their churches and hypocrisy in depths of their bosom!"]
                        

                        
                            Sean Bryan Alger's Statement (on July 19, 2019) at Tracking The Leopard Meroz:

It's fair to warn people about the occult
                dangers... But it's just as fair to warn people of the trap
                of indignation in their churches and hypocrisy in depths of
                their bosom!

                        

                        
                             ..et cetera 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             Religious Fanaticism: a Cover to Justify Hypocrisy & Satanism of "Religious" Satanists
Where is "God"?
"Baphomet"?

So Obsessed with Tracy like a Necrophiliac Stalker
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Telegram S.B. Alger:  S.B. Alger / Gordy TwoShoes / Photo:  Need 25 things WSW related:  ★ Placenta ★ Chris Knowles ★ Tracy Twyman ★ Goats ★ Cosmic Egg ★ Cloning ★ Baphomet ★ Wierd Dream ★ Iching ★ Numerology ★ Tarot  Bingo - detail]
                        

                        
                            [image: Telegram S.B. Alger:  S.B. Alger / Gordy TwoShoes / Photo:  Need 25 things WSW related:  ★ Placenta ★ Chris Knowles ★ Tracy Twyman ★ Goats ★ Cosmic Egg ★ Cloning ★ Baphomet ★ Wierd Dream ★ Iching ★ Numerology ★ Tarot  Bingo]
                        

                        
                            Telegram S.B. Alger:

S.B. Alger / Gordy TwoShoes / Photo:

Need 25 things WSW related:

★ Placenta
★ Chris Knowles
★ Tracy Twyman
★ Goats
★ Cosmic Egg
★ Cloning
★ Baphomet
★ Wierd Dream
★ Iching
★ Numerology
★ Tarot

Bingo

                        

                        
                            S.B. Alger does promote Satanism and relics of those who are Satanists to other Religious Fanatics.

Corrupting others to 'feel good' about oneself.

"Tracy Twyman, Goats, Baphomet, Tarot"

Since when a Religious Fanatic in the US, collectively with their myriad sects, do accept "Tracy R. Twyman", "Baphomet", and the "Tarot" Cards?

Hypocrisy & Satanism


                        

                    
                    
                        
                            More of Satanic/Godly Bingo Games

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: Why Alicia Anna Taylor accepts this?]
                        

                        
                            Twitter Sean Bryan Alger

                        

                        
                            S. B. Alger has been demonstrating a very unhealthy, sick, demented, and obscene obsession over Tracy R. Twyman in public.

The profile image does indeed show something 'disturbing' and perturbed about the character the image belongs to; and a persistent doomed mental state is exhibit as it quotes: "I really miss Tracy Twyman".

Why Alicia Anna Taylor, the alleged "fiancée", accepts this?

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The Craft of Being extremely Replusive and sunk in the mire of Hypocrisy 

                        

                        
                            [image: Facebook post from Sean Alger:  I Know peopie are considering things: fundraising streams support archives   ..all of these are fine ideas but it might just be too early. We dont know where we are or where were going... But well Know more as time passes.  Please know this:  I LOVE YOU ALL--I SUPPORT YOU--AND I HONOR YOUR GRIEF AND SUFFERING.  You're all in my prayers. I'm thinking everyday of what we'll all do now--forever--without our friend Tracy.  "Queen of the Memes' "Baroness of the Baphomet"  She's in heaven with Prince now.  May Eternal Peace be Upon Her!  -Sb]
                        

                        
                            Facebook post from Sean Alger:

...

I Know peopie are considering things:
fundraising
streams
support
archives

 ..all of these are fine ideas but it might just be too early. We dont know where we are or where were going... But well Know more as time passes.

Please know this:

I LOVE YOU ALL--I SUPPORT YOU--AND I HONOR YOUR GRIEF AND SUFFERING.

You're all in my prayers. I'm thinking everyday of what we'll all do now--forever--without our friend Tracy.

"Queen of the Memes'
"Baroness of the Baphomet"

She's in heaven with Prince now.

May Eternal Peace be Upon Her!

-Sb

                        

                        
                            This Facebook post resembles the emails that S.B. Alger sent to all Tracy Twyman's fans, from Tracy's fan's emails list that S.B. Alger stole from Tracy and did utilize immediately after Tracy Twyman's death

S.B. Alger fancies himself as being Tracy Twyman's Estate. 

Who is S.B. Alger, and what is his relationship to Tracy R. Twyman for him to state something as this and claim "AND I HONOR YOUR GRIEF AND SUFFERING."?

"archives" means here pirating Tracy Twyman's materials.

This nonsense is what Alicia Anna Taylor, the learned educated Nurse, is "supportive" of.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             A Sickly Obsession: No Good comes out of Obsession 

                        

                        
                            [image: Sean Bryan Alger (S.B. Alger):  "I miss you"   In Loving Memory Of Tracy R. Twyman 1978-2019 Like no other you can't be replaced.]
                        

                        
                        

                        


                        
                            Image from Sean Bryan Alger's website

                        

                        
                            Sean Alger portrays Tracy Twyman as being in "Heaven", not realizing that not everyone is into "Heaven" and the likes, as himself. This is Religious Fanaticism.

Until when this will continue rolling before Alicia Lee Taylor's eyes without putting a limit to it?

Lee Taylor has no dignity as a woman? She has no pride in herself, to let this happen, being degraded by S.B. Alger in public?


                        

                    
                    
                        
                             The 'Sleaziest' Hypocrite
 

                        

                        
                            [image: Facebook Profile S.B. Alger: 666 profile image.]
                        

                        
                            [image: Facebook Profile S.B. Alger: "I love Gnostic Christianity and study the Esoteric and Occult as reference and entertainment."]
                        

                        
                            "Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six."
 (KJV) Revelation 13:18

                        

                        
                            Facebook Profile S.B. Alger:

I love Gnostic Christianity and study the Esoteric
                and Occult as reference and entertainment.

                        

                        
                            The Esoteric & 'Occult', to
                reference what research? and to what 'Entertainment' the Esoteric & Occult could
                suffice? 'Satanism' activities?

Perhaps the intellectual faculties within S.B. Alger and with the extreme lack of experiences, perceive the "Occult" as a matter of "entertainment".

Observe the Mark of the Beast "666" depiction on Sean Alger's Facebook profile.

S.B. Alger is allied with the Satanists
666

This 'Statement' contradicts, once
                  again, the other 'Statement' above: 
"It's fair to warn people about the occult dangers... But it's just as fair to warn people of the trap of indignation in their churches and hypocrisy in depths of their bosom!"

Hypocrisy

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             "..tush.. enough hypocrisy" 
 

                        

                        
                            
                        

                        
                            [image: Discord S.B, Alger  My soul is already bound, I]
                        

                        
                            [image: Facebook Profile of S.B. Alger]
                        

                        
                            Discord S.B, Alger

My soul is already bound, I'm the indentured servant of the Lord Jesus Christ.

                        

                        
                            One only can reply and say: "oh tush.. enough hypocrisy"

                        

                    
                    
                        
                        

                        
                            [image: Twitter @sewneo, S. B. Alger:  I]
                        

                        
                            Twitter @sewneo, S. B. Alger:

I'm not saying you are going to find answers here, but you might find some correspondences and synchronicities here, if you can endure this long and Meandering stream.

#RAONLYPICTURESHOW #RIP
#TRACYTWYMAN
#IWIWW

StijnFawkes @StijnFawkes:

What would a Mormon publishing house want to do with national socialists?
I don't get it... twitter.com/StijnFawkes/st

                        

                        
                            Why does S.B. Alger give his self the right to utilize Tracy Twyman hashtag #TRACYTWYMAN to publicize his 'system of beliefs', and religious agendas, at Tracy Twyman and her Estate expense?

S.B. Alger is trying to sabotage and without a restraint an Occult writer's reputation and posthumous reputation for petty personal agenda, and to propagate a 'system of beliefs' that is in unquestionable contradiction to what Tracy Twyman was about.

Anyone searches #TRACYTWYMAN, will find that S. B. Alger is the person with the most tweets and the latest regarding Tracy Twyman perpetuating his Masters' agenda: This is not acceptable.

Other people are seeing this nonsense, that one cannot reconcile religious beliefs with 'non-religious' or 'anti-religious' ideals.

Sean Bryan Alger had hijacked #TRACYTWYMAN hashtag.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            [image: YouTube "Interview" S.B. Alger: "..again you know can I welcome the mystery of Tracy Twyman's death for.."]
                        

                        
                             YouTube "Interview" & "Statements": S.B. Alger:

"..again you know can I welcome the mystery of Tracy
                Twyman's death for.." 

                        

                        
                             "Ask, and it shall be given you"
KJV Matthew 7:7
 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                             From a glance, any reader can deduct what type of
                  books Tracy Twyman authored. 

Surely not of God nor of His sexless Angels, nor of Queen of Heaven and Heaven's assumed Glorious rank.

Non descends from the Olympian Æther neither, but a scorch
                    from Blasphemous Hades
 

                        

                        
                             [image: Tracy Twyman's Dagobert's Revenge Magazine Cover, Volume 3, Issue 2]
[image: Tracy Twyman's The Merovingian Mythos] [image: Tracy Twyman's Solomon's Treasure]
[image: Tracy Twyman's Clock Shavings] [image: Tracy Twyman's Baphomet: The Temple Mystery Unveiled]
[image: Tracy Twyman's Genuflect] 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Books Published by Tracy R. Twyman:

 • Dead But Dreaming: The Great Old Ones of Lovecraftian Legend : Reinterpreted as Atlantean Kings
 • The Choice Vine: Mary Magdalene, the Sacred Whore, and the Benjamite Inheritance
 • The Cutting of the Orm: The Secret Calendar of the Priory of Sion
 • Hocus Pocus: The Magical Power of St. Peter
 • The Arcadian Mystique: The Best of Dagobert’s Revenge Magazine
 • The Merovingian Mythos and the Mystery of Rennes-le-Chateau
 • The Judas Goat: The Substitution Theory of the Crucifixion
 • Money Grows on the Tree of Knowledge
 • Solomon’s Treasure: The Magic and Mystery of America’s Money
 • Mind-Controlled Sex Slaves and the CIA
 • Clock Shavings
 • Baphomet: The Temple Mystery Unveiled
 • Genuflect 

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Posthumously Published Books:

 • Mysterium Baphometis Revelatum: Editing, Endnotes, and Introduction (Meet Mete)
 • Secret Statutes of the Templars
 • The Secret of Minnie's Mousse
 • Fake N.E.W.S.: Unboxing the Compass
 • The Vessel of God: The Luciferian Legacy: The Mysterious Origin of the Bloodline of the Holy Grail
 • REGNUM IN POTENTIA: Saturn’s Kingdom Transformed Into the Golden Age

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Tracy R. Twyman's Posthumously Published Articles List

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Part II

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            Part I

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                                 Why S. B. Alger
                    & Alicia Taylor were not targeted nor harassed by
                    the same group or groups that targeted and harassed
                    Tracy Twyman when she was alive? 

Was
                    not Sean Alger working with Tracy on her various conspiracy
                    shows and talk? 

Is
                    not Sean Alger until this day 'religiously'
                    continuing the conspiracy saga without being interfered with?

S.B. Alger, the experienced conspiracy theorist, why was he silent in regards to Sloan Bella being targeted, an ally of his? 

Were
                    Sean & Alicia serving these powers in silencing Tracy Twyman, and Tracy began to see
                    it shortly before her death?

Was the plan is to 'hijack' Tracy Twyman's
                    influence, and redirect so for their own interests and
                    corrupt agendas?

Why a Religious Fanatic is involved in Tracy Twyman
                    and Satanism, and promoting both until this day (and without
                    being interfered with)?
 

                            

                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    [image: Discord Server, S.B. Alger:  "No, I think he's just mentally ill and demon-possessed personally."]
                                

                                
                                    Discord Server, S.B. Alger:

"No, I think
                    he's just mentally ill and demon-possessed
                    personally." 

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                     S.B. Alger in a Possessed Frenzy Pose 

                                

                                
                                    [image: S.B. Alger Posing beside a Trash Bin]
                                    

                                    "..skinny drug whores were my addiction." S.B. Alger

                                

                            
                            
                                
                                     The Cult that Confuses God with Satan 

                                

                                
                                     "and used divination and enchantments, and sold
                      themselves to do evil in the sight of the Lord, to provoke
                      him to anger"
 (KJV) 2 Kings 17:17 

                                

                                
                                    
                                        It is understood that after Tracy Twyman's death, her
                    writings and strange and uncanny experiences were adopted, propagated, and utilized, a corrupted version of
                      Tracy's knowledge, 
                    by religious fanatics in
                    attempt to establish a "cult" to satisfy their
                    personal egos; and unknowingly to themselves, to be in
                    service to infernal hierarchy of Demons (of Occident and Orient, and none, neither, to
                    answer some). These religious fanatics are
                    luring (fishing for) other unsuspecting religious individuals from multiple social media
                    platforms to join their newly found & adored gods that were in contact
                    with Tracy Twyman.

They speak of the "danger", yet they knoweth not of the "danger".

The invitation also includes the perk of joining them, the Godly,
                    the Heavenly mob, in their Orwellian "Hate Rally" against the
                      heathen-idol which happens to be Tracy's Widower.

Some have crossed the 'red lines', the
                      thresholds of defamation, and have been committing
                      against Tracy Twyman's widower acts of "hate crime" (as defined by the US
                      federal and state laws). 

This obsession explains the
                    vehement attacks these religious fanatics had
                    exposed Tracy Twyman's widower to: thus to assure that
                    there is no interference with their agendas nor any
                    hindrance stands to bring their frenzy into halt.

They
                    sold their presumed 'soul' to minion
                    demons, not even to the Devil, nor Satan. This necessitates that they must succumb to the rules of Hell. And they do indeed abide and obey, as witnessed, and laughed at.  

Their addiction to
                    such infernal sub-beings had accelerated the loss of what
                    ever is left of their sense of humanity; they lack humanity at every level. Yet, they insist
                    on their claim that they do believe in
                    "God" in three unto obscenity, and mimic emptily and coldly the saying that "God is Love".

God is naught but Hate, as their actions and words do speak.

To the merry and wise, to those who were given the vision to derive more of an understanding when witnessing what moves a throng of a crowd toward their collective aim, that what unifies these Religious Fanatics, and unifies the others of contradictory beliefs, as they proceed in uniform movement sinking in gloom into this dark vortex, is Hate. What moves these people is Hate. Hate is their common ground and god, and they know each by it, Hate. And they come and claim this and that on God, and of Knowledge. They do blaspheme as they speak of Divinity and of Jove aloft. There could be no more of filth to move them that is filthier than Hate.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        So I finally rode away 
  but I'll never forget that day
Because when I reached the valley
  I looked way down cross the way
A giant boat from space
  landed with eerie grace
And came and taketh
 all the dead away


                                    

                                

                                
                                    There is no gain in Hate.

They
                    had submitted and with utmost pleasure to the Devil's
                    thrusts.

And thus they do receiveth the
                    Devil's thrusts heavy and hard with no mercy, not at all, nor protection from the fiery balls and bells within the dells of Hell, as these balls ring and ding their naked and exposed bottom into further obedience and deeper never satiated desire to serve and please those who own them and have them caged under their yoke and chains and other strange instruments and acts, and body positions.


                                

                                
                                    
                                        Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell:
     Ding-dong.
Hark! now I hear them—Ding-dong, bell. 


                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Furthermore, to feel fulfilled they do fill until the frothing brim of their fathomless emptiness far within with flowing and damning flooding and flaring fury, flogging rappidly what is within and in; in a fashion that is of fagging as such in
                    the bloody act of 'in and out', and 'to and fro', wavering underneath the frocks between 'Oh yes! further!' and
                    'No.. no! I beg of thee!'

"No Mercy!", fracked and cried the Devil.

Only pleasure in pain thus the Devil offered. And well recieved such offer was.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        The quality of mercy is not strain'd,
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath: it is twice blest;
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes:


                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Home

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        
                        
                            
                                
                                     "mistress of witchcrafts, that selleth
                      nations"
 (Mormon Edition Bible) Nahum 3:4 

                                

                                
                                    
                                              "...these  ...are the
                      direct results of the byproduct of Tracy’s attempts
                      in unveiling the unknowns of the underworld. That is to
                      say, Tracy had released ‘minion’ demons into
                      this world as she was unlocking and penetrating non-human
                      regions; and such demons had taken possession of some as
                      individuals and others as collective, whom are inherently
                      susceptible to their mindless influence.  And
                      these demons are running amok after their mistress’s
                      departure. This reminds of King Solomon lore and his
                      dominion within demons. A Modern Prometheus, as before, she had unleashed and released upon the modern
                      world."

     In reference to The Stratosphere of Ambiguity: A Memoir 

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Home

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        
                        
                            
                                
                                     The Witch Shalt Sealeth Thee in Curses Thrice 

                                

                                
                                     "they prophesy falsely unto you in my
                      name"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Jer. 29:9. 

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Even though it is the natural and deserving (necessitating) consequence, S.B. Alger had not foresaw Tracy's Curse, the forever* inflicting curse of Tracy Twyman
                    against those who meddle with her magic.

                                        The abode of theDamned
 is desolate.

                                        Observe the background images of these pages, the faces of the demonically possessed S.B. Alger on these pages.

                                        [image: Possessed S.B. Alger]
S.B. Alger possessed by demons


                                        Tracy's Curse does affect those who
                    protect her and what is of her as well; a burden to handle
                    as it requires certain incarnations to be within the
                    circle of this curse and Tracy's strange and potent
                    magic. Tracy's current is not a product of one life. 

Those who are assigned to protect her work are reciprocating a great deed  that was
                    accomplished by Tracy that is two centuries old.

Tracy Twyman's sigil was found by another 'witch' (a third of a triad):"It taketh a witch to know a witch". Also, Tracy's contract with Baphomet, dedicated and signed with this sigil, was located by Sardinia and
                    read with its terms and conditions. Hell was invoked, and
                    Hell was brought. Hades sought Ereshkigal. Ereshkigal was ravished. More of Hell was caught. All seeketh the Naught.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        See the mountains kiss high heaven
    And the waves clasp one another; 
No sister-flower would be forgiven
    If it disdained its brother;


                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        They do have non of the Knowledge nor the experience, yet they dabble in the unknown of the Dark side.

                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Yet here, in my thirteenth life, the mystic power of old
Returns and as I say these words, my soul again in hell.
I raise thee mighty Demons, come before me, join me here...


                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        Do you believe in Magic?

                                    

                                

                                
                                    [image: Alicia Anna Taylor 'Day of the Dead" Face]
                                    

                                    No Amadeus: Alicia Anna Taylor
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Tracy Twyman is in a vexed state, not 'happy', as witnessed at the other side, due to S.B. Alger's activities (specifically after her death) against herself, against her work, and against her husband & widower.

She loved her husband, as her husband loved her.

S.B. Alger had harmed Tracy R. Twyman and had caused her pain; S.B. Alger continues causing pain to Tracy Twyman.

Tracy R. Twyman has been directing  unto our realm many acts against S.B. Alger and what involves S.B. Alger, at every level. Hades & Persephone are invoked.

S.B. Alger is aware of the situation he is in.


*forever here is defined and contained within as a mental state. Nothings lasts
                      'forever.'

                                    

                                

                                
                                    [image: Discord: Hades & Persephone: rajahbeetle 29-Jun-21 02:47 PM Here is something interesting. interesting misprint]
                                    

                                    


                                

                                
                                    [image: Discord Server: Hades & Persephone: Here is something interesting. "interesting misprint" 1]
                                    

                                    [image: Discord Server: Hades & Persephone: Here is something interesting. "interesting misprint" 2]
                                    

                                    [image: Discord Server: Hades & Persephone: Here is something interesting. "interesting misprint" 3]
                                    

                                
                                
                                    [image: Discord: Hades & Persephone: Avatar rajahbeetle interesting misprint Avatar Deleted User 29-Jun-21 02:58 PM Interesting Avatar rajahbeetle interesting misprint Avatar Emily Earp 29-Jun-21 06:01 PM Wow that's going to lead me down a rabbit-hole today, I already know it]

                                    


                                

                                
                                    [image: Discord: Hades & Persephone:  *Avatar Emily Earp: Wow that's going to lead me down a rabbit-hole today, I already know it  *Avatar rajahbeetle 29-Jun-21 06:47 PM: Let us know if you notice anything cool!  *Avatar rajahbeetle: Here is something interesting.  *Avatar S.B. Alger 29-Jun-21 06:58 PM: @MegasKoan (@SpitFire) would be interested to see this. So is the whole book a misprint?  *Image attachment: Description Product Description Persephone and Hades are engaged. In retaliation, Demeter summons a snowstorm that cripples New Greece, and refuses to lift the blizzard unless her daughter calls off her engagement. When the Olympians intervene, Persephone finds her future in the hands of ancient gods, and they are divided. Do they allow Persephone to marry Hades and go to war with Demeter or prohibit their union and take up arms against the God of the Dead? Nothing is certain but the promise of war.   *Avatar S.B. Alger: So is the whole book a misprint? *Avatar rajahbeetle 29-Jun-21 07:00 PM: Yes.  *Avatar Animerican 29-Jun-21 07:03 PM: How the fuc  *Avatar S.B. Alger 29-Jun-21 07:04 PM: How recently did you buy it please?]

                                

                                
                                    [image: Discord: Hades & Persephone: Avatar Boomstick Quaid 29-Jun-21 07:12 PM Maybe it's the most recent mystagogue run? Hmm Avatar Boomstick Quaid Maybe it's the most recent mystagogue run? Avatar rajahbeetle 29-Jun-21 07:19 PM It's got to be. That Touch of Malice looks to have been released May 23rd 2021 (edited) Avatar Boomstick Quaid 29-Jun-21 07:24 PM VERY strange Avatar S.B. Alger 29-Jun-21 07:38 PM @rajahbeetle thanks for letting us know man!]
                                    

                                    
                                        "Tracy R. Twyman has been directing  unto our realm many acts against S.B. Alger and what involves S.B. Alger, at every level. Hades & Persephone are invoked."
Tracy R. Twyman and her Husband are known within a certain esoteric group by "Persephone & Hades", as well were celebrated by, as such names were part of their marriage ceremony.
                                    

                                

                                
                                    [image: Twitter image S. B. Alger: Men in Black in a White Crown Victoria]
                                    

                                    


                                

                                
                                    Unaware, S. B. Alger had a close encounter with ''Men in Black" like entity on one morning after it had been invoked the night before. "Follow the Silver Crown Vic".
                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                    Home

                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                        
                        
                            
                                
                                     Psychology: To Torture a Psyche 

                                

                                
                                     "Regard not them that have familiar spirits"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Lev. 19:31 

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Besides the metaphysical aspects, these splintering
                    groups and the powers that initiated
                    this  movement were and are part of intelligence agencies efforts and multilayered projects: a PSYOP.

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  "me, watching everyone fall for every hoax, and fake story, and every psyop.."]
                                            

                                            
                                                Twitter: @sewneo (S.B.
                        Alger):

"me, watching everyone fall for
                        every hoax, and fake story, and every psyop.."

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  "@xxxxx "Now yer just actin like a nigger mate"]
                                            

                                            
                                                Twitter: @sewneo (S.B.
                        Alger):

"@xxxxx "Now yer just actin
                        like a nigger
                        mate"

                                            

                                            
                                                 An example of many of the racist, hateful, belligerent, cowardly
                          attitude against other people that S. B. Alger
                          demonstrates publicly; list includes Jews, Muslims, Arabs, other Christian sects, people
                            of color, and so forth. 

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            Tracy Twyman described once, a while ago to the editor of
                    these lines, such groups and their apparatus as being
                    infiltrated and orchestrated by domestic and foreign
                    intelligence agencies.

Others: "[W]e are seeing a proxy civil war in the intelligence community being conducted by youtubers and social media sock puppets."

There are many patterns
                    that can be delineated from this demonic ordeal where one
                    can trace how the order was 'trickled' down
                    to the bottom of the hierarchy, or 'food chain',
                    unto these religious fanatic groups.

There
                    are many methods that are applied to keep these groups
                    cohesive and focused, that is, 'being on task'.

A method to assure this
                    cohesiveness is to entice the targeted religious group to
                    contribute to collective activities publicly while being video recorded, as to portray the image, the false
                    sense of normality and casualness of their gathering and the
                    imposed 'un-Christian' themes that are focused and rotates around Tracy R. Twyman. 

These video recordings at times would have a duration of continuous eight hours, while being monitored actively.

For an example, these pseudo religious groups would introduce Bingo games where words and names such as 'Jesus', 'Lord', 'Repent', 'Tracy Twyman', 'Aleister Crowley
', and 'Baphomet', 'Magick' are all included on the same board's squares.

Religious Fanatics are the easiest group to 'hijack'. Intelligence agencies are experts in this, and well versed in such.

                                        

                                        
                                             Samples of the Confusion of the Religious Fanatics & other Gentiles in the Fundamentals of 'their' Religion: Where such Rabble do confuse God with the Devil; Light with Darkness; Racist, Zionist, genocidal, godless, and Fundemental American Protestant multi Sects doctrine with an antithesis as Magic & Witchcraft 

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: From Twitter: Bingo: "Rider Waite, Jesus, Tracy Twyman..."]
From Twitter: Bingo: "Rider Waite, Jesus, Tracy Twyman..."
                                        

                                        
                                            [image: From Twitter: Bingo: "Aleister Crowley, Tracy Twyman, CAT HOLE LICK..."]
From Twitter: Bingo: "Aleister Crowley, Tracy Twyman, CAT HOLE LICK..."
                                        

                                        
                                            [image: From Twitter: Bingo: "JESUS, ALCHEMY, MYSTIC BIBLE, MAGICK, CAT, RITUAL, Baphomet, 9, ALEISTER CROWLEY, DEVIL CARD, BLACK..."]
                                            

                                            From Twitter: Bingo: "JESUS, ALCHEMY, MYSTIC BIBLE, MAGICK, CAT, RITUAL, Baphomet, 9, ALEISTER CROWLEY, DEVIL CARD, BLACK..."
                                        

                                        
                                            These religious groups do utilize a logic that is similar to the logic of the contradictory statement of 'a kosher swine', 'a Heavenly Devil', and so forth. They are the living dead, dear Horatio.

As with Religious Fanaticism, these individuals do lack an essential element of the Rational within their comprehension within the mundane; thus their life sans Imagination, and sans the truths such imagination could birth in their souls. As above, so below.

Recording
                    the session and broadcasting it are additional methods to
                    induce compliance within the target's psyche; there
                    will be no wavering within their minds about their
                    collective activities; they are convinced within themselves
                    that they have lost control since all is recorded for public spectacle. 

How otherwise one goads the godless undiscerning Gentiles, the overflow,  unto their own demise
                      'willingly' and without a hint of resistance endured?

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                [image: Twitter: @sewneo S.B. Alger: Plezz share it if you get it:  S. B. Alger @sewneo:  Plez share if you get it:  Aleister Crowley:  NOOOO!!!! SO YOURE JUST GOING TO EXPOSE I AM A SHIT EATING ANAL BIRTHING HEROIN ADDICTED BASTARD???   Tracy Twyman: Yes.]
                                            

                                            
                                                Twitter: @sewneo S.B.
                        Alger:

Plezz share it if you get it:

Aleister Crowley: NOOOO!!!! SO YOURE JUST GOING TO EXPOSE I AM A SHIT EATING ANAL BIRTHING HEROIN ADDICTED BASTARD??? 

Tracy Twyman: Yes.

                                            

                                            
                                                 An example of many of the fraudulent statements, and misinformation that S.B. Alger contributes against the Occult researcher Tracy R. Twyman.

 These lies and misinformation spread by S.B. Alger against Tracy R. Twyman is due to Religious Fanaticism and the resentment against the Occult by the uninitiated.

 Tracy R. Twyman had multiple literature of Aleister Crowley within her permanent collection, and Tracy used much of Aleister Crowley books as a reference.
 

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  "@DunganMaryGwen @LoveAndLightMyA She was not a schizophrenic. My stepfather is a schizophrenic. I've been exposed to all manner of schizophrenia and other mental illness my whole life. Tracy was not mentally ill. She was being attacked by her enemies who did not want her research into their deeds published."]
                                            

                                            
                                                Twitter: @sewneo
                        (S.B. Alger):

@DunganMaryGwen
                        @LoveAndLightMyA She was not a schizophrenic. My
                        stepfather is a schizophrenic. I've been exposed to
                        all manner of schizophrenia and other mental illness my
                        whole life. Tracy was not mentally ill. She was being
                        attacked by her enemies who did not want her research
                        into their deeds published.

                                            

                                            
                                                 One may ask, why Sean Bryan Alger, who was on the same tract
                            with Tracy on the same agenda, was not attacked
                            as well? 

Perhaps Tracy Twyman had the same question
                          on mind when she told her husband "I don't trust Sean, he is one of
                            them"
                          a few days before her death.

[Another Statement from S.B. Alger about
                            Tracy Twyman]
 

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            The most sinister agenda or aim of this project is the psychological profiling and
                    'online' experiment on schizophrenic individuals and tuning the
                    desired effects on the subject by observing their breakdown
                    into further paranoid schizophrenia. 

A
                    major symptom or stage of this paranoia is the subject will display a feeling
                    of an immense irrational guilt and regret toward a
                    heinous act that might had been committed or might had happened and witnessed; or towards what is
                    invalidly perceived as extremely heinous act while the
                    emotion is naught but an amplification of the psyche's
                    breakdown due to the paranoia that was majorly triggered; as
                    further stressors were applied on the subject thus to multiply the intensity of this paranoid state into self-defeating guilt, and a deeper sense of despondency.

This stage, the guilt stage, is a landmark and a
                      premonition that the worse shall befall on the target
                      due to the extreme mental state experienced and the
                      meltdown where the subject shall capitulate unto further
                      fear and despair. It is an 'irreversible' damage
                      leading towards the subject's doom.

The timing between the guilt stage and the
                    subject's demise is almost identical among the targeted
                    subjects, as observed.

All the happenings are
                    predictable within the targeted person's journey, the
                    symptoms (and stages) of this breakdown and infernal
                    descend.

The higher aim of this experiment is
                    about inducing a mass hysteria on the populace. This is
                    done by utilizing certain keywords, triggers, signifiers to attract those who are schizophrenic into this lab-cage, and engage the
                    targeted masses into this cycle of nonsense to be amassed and  soldiered
                    for things like 'witch hunt' epidemics, to serve the few.

Is
                    not that this role religion has fulfilled for two
                    millennia?

For it must be noted in public, that Pamela Auger of Genuflect, was 'hearing a voice' speaking to her, and only was heard in her head, guiding her through her experience throughout the novel. True, it is a form of telepathy, if one may.

                                            
                                                
                                                    Hello, new friend. My name is Fred.
The words you hear are in my head.
I say, I said my name is Fred,
   and I've been... very naughty. 


                                                

                                            

                                            The schizophrenics that are targeted
                    must do have a history of a severe trauma impressed
                    on their psychological being to respond and be activated by
                    whatever devised methods that are applied, and for the
                    target to be locked inside the game, to plunge into the 'rabbit hole' until no exit nor vista
                    is conceived by the suffering subject.

At times,
                    the target is gang-stalked to hasten this process.

The target at times may succumb, alas, to their ultimate fate due to the continuous pressure of these efforts at gang-stalking. Which is also an aim  by itself to be achieved and satisfied with certain targets; thus to create a martyr that can be utilized posthumously, and without a restraint, as it is assumed.

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  "RT @AeonEye : Sometimes following the white rabbit isn't always the best idea."]
                                            

                                            
                                                Twitter: @sewneo (S.B.
                        Alger):

"RT @AeonEye : Sometimes
                        following the white rabbit isn't always the best
                        idea."

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            The obsession with certain conspiracies, as they were
                    tailored for such, is the sign that the obsessed is
                    schizophrenic. The schizophrenic's staring abyss is the "rabbit hole". The 'rabbit hole' is naught but within the sufferer's mind: Hell.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: 4chan: Anonymous 04 March 2024:  They're trying to kill me because I know the truth about Tracy Twyman and the human cloning programs]
                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            4chan: Anonymous 04 March 2024:

They're trying to kill me because I know the truth about Tracy Twyman and the human cloning programs

                                        

                                        
                                            "I'm reluctant to relay what I know about Tracy and God..." 
S.B. Alger

                                        

                                        "The obsession with certain conspiracies, as they were tailored for such, is the sign that the obsessed is schizophrenic." 
Observe, how the name Tracy Twyman is associated with paranoia and a nonsense conspiracy until this day; this is by design.
Also do observe the similar expression between the schizophrenic Anon user and the schizophrenic S.B. Alger:

- "I know the truth about Tracy Twyman and.." (Anon)
- "I know about Tracy and God" (S.B. Alger)

                                        

                                        
                                             Like vultures, they seek the sick and the dead;
                    while the ailing and the dying confuses these conscienceless
                    kites of putrified core, with what a lost soul confuses a
                    mirage for, a relief. Then the unfortunates do
                    volunteer their bodies and minds before the happening of
                    their own foretold demise, not knowing that those who they
                    seek help from, those who offered such help are the
                    harbingers of their own death. For non do attend to the
                    other's well being, as it is in a man's nature. And thus the vulture
                    rips through the flesh of the dead, the decomposing dead,
                    and that which is of the dead. 

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                 And ah! let it never
     Be foolishly said
That my room it is gloomy
     And narrow my bed;
For man never slept
     In a different bed —
And, to sleep, you must slumber
     In just such a bed.


                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            A well known target is recruited and worked on to propagate these triggers on the like through social media and podcasts in hopes to 'activate' more sleepers for the same role. 

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: Tracy R. Twyman: "A well known target is recruited and worked on to propagate these triggers.."]
Tracy R. Twyman looking Dazed & Confused
                                        

                                        
                                            If needed, to instill, solidify, and propogate an agenda, a narrative, a conspirasy, many decoys will appear
                    and will be resurrected to give the impression
                    that the agenda and the triggers that are broadcast are organic
                    and worth of attention, as they keep repeating in mantra
                    like some statements or known names, hashtags, regarding a conspiracy
                    or so.

Most of these stratagems to enhance a propaganda are planned and executed within the waking physical realm. It is important to discern the origin of things. For everything deserves the same of its measure. Also, such etiquette will increase the ability to map a desired topology to its truest form; everything reveals itself.

                                            
                                                
                                                    The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treasons, stratagems and spoils;
The motions of his spirit are dull as night
And his affections dark as Erebus:


                                                

                                            

                                            Repetitiom makes true.

The soliloquy of these decoys suggests some of them are bots. The juxtaposed statements these automaton do produce, at times do not relate to each other as a human's mind would relate them.

The amount and 'vigilance' of these bots as operating within multi social media platforms, including their operators, or operator, do suggest that this 'machinery' is not  merely the efforts and abilities of an individual; rather, such operations are conducted by organizations, or managed by those who are equipped with the finances and the necessary access and resoures to structure a team-like group with a single aim: Weave a conspiracy.

There is no scarcity of these bots at the black market neither.

At times, these bots do post the exact same message to the excact same recipients (other bots) with the only difference is the handel name of the bot which is posting these messages.

                                        

                                        
                                            [image: CW #GreatCanadiansC... . March 29, 2020  Replying to @CanadaSpecialA1 @Shankarita and 6 others  What info did Tracy Twyman have to add? Where is her widower husband now? Why have the police not up dated on her death?]
Bot 1
                                        

                                        
                                            [image: 4-0-4 @rubywright1 . March 29, 2020  Replying to @CanadaSpecialA1 @Shankarita and 6 others  What info did Tracy Twyman have to add? Where is her widower husband now? Why have the police not up dated on her death?]
Bot 2
                                        

                                        
                                            [image: DR. Dick Chibbles xxx @Dchibbles1:  Shot himself in the chest from 50 yards away through a window  Survivalchick21 @Survivalchick21:  “Isaac Kappy FORCED himself off a bridge yesterday.—  People Magazine, May 2019.  DR. Dick Chibbles xxx: @Dchibbles1  Replying to @Survivalchick21 and @Breaking911  And tracy twyman somehow hung herself in a way that’s impossible to do by yourself  Jan 12, 2021]
                                            

                                            Bot 3 & 4
"..many decoys will appear
                    and will be resurrected to give the impression
                    that the agenda and the triggers that are broadcast are organic
                    and worth of attention.."
                                        

                                        
                                            [image: Twitter text: Bot 5 "Yellow Vest News A.I. @nativespecies":  Top #TracyTwyman  Photos /Videos / Latest / People / Photos / Videos  Yellow Vest News A.I. @nativespecies. 2h: #TracyTwyman @UniversalAgent  Yellow Vest News A.I. @nativespecies. 2h: #TracyTwyman]
Bot 5
Observe the mockingly 'generic' name for the bot "Yellow Vest News A.I. @nativespecies", then the addition of A.I. designation.
                                        

                                        
                                            There
                    is a couple pages online where a visitor can read about
                    these specific psychological experiments in an uncanny
                    detail, regarding the agenda at hand, as the observations
                    are documented, and thus documented in an obscure way.

One has to think like a Devil, to penetrate a Devil.
 
These
                    pages are found if the right name was searched. Either it is
                    a group of allied individuals adapting the same name; or an
                    extraordinary intelligence whose mastery is shown in many
                    abilities within various fields goes by that name.

Empirically
                    speaking, these observations and their minute details do
                    correlate with what was witnessed at close. 

This
                    science and the ability with these methods applied are not a product of 'commercial',
                    'consumer grade', and 'the politically
                    motivated', i.e. the medical-industrial complex
                    psychology science schools. This science is established and
                    furthered toward 'mind control' methods, for the
                    utility to serve an agenda when desired by hidden movers and
                    players, and by those who, once again, to use their terminology and designation for such excutions, do weave conspiracies for mass
                    consumption.

Thus, they vex the living and the
                    dead.

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                [image: Twitter: @sewneo (S.B. Alger):  "Remember, not just twitter, but the entire internet is mind control racket, an advertising scam, a hoax, a trick, it's fake! They're just fucking with us man."]
                                            

                                            
                                                Twitter: @sewneo (S.B.
                        Alger):

"Remember, not just twitter, but
                        the entire internet is mind control racket, an
                        advertising scam, a hoax, a trick, it's fake!
                        They're just fucking with us man."

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            S. B. Alger, as an imbecile is he, was fished with a very petty price,
                    rather, he almost volunteered: That is, some attention to be
                    given to him online, with an ultimate aim of 1000 viewers or
                    subscribers to stare at his face or glance at his presumed
                    witty, one might assume as being, lines and writings.

S. B. Alger does serve these agendas with absolute obedience, as Alicia Taylor contributes by
                      furnishing the required support for Sean Alger until this
                      day.

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                            Home

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                     She Needs No Religion 

                                                

                                                
                                                     "Neither repented they of their … sorceries"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Rev. 9:21 

                                                

                                                
                                                    Tracy Twyman is far more sensible, intelligent
                          and Knowledgeable to consider any of this Religious Fanaticism nonsense, or any other childish mummeries of God & Devil and their
                          ministers and quarrell of rhetoric, et cetera; and as a White woman, Tracy was endowed within the
                          'freedom of religion' truths: After all, Tracy's grandfather is a renowned Minister and author, and an authority within a
                          major conservative Christian sect in the United
                          States, within a major Church. Which is a subject that
                          was hidden and continues to be so for a reason.
                          Rather, Tracy did not believe in religion. "But as, in ethics, evil is a consequence of
                            good.." if this satisfies the reader, such conclusion
                          (and the sense of irony and strange causality.)

Regarding
                          'Satanism' and Tracy, witches of a greate nature are inherently independent and
                          autonomous. They are followed and do not follow; and they
                          do become, unknowingly to themselves, and perceived as
                          a great threat to every type of church, among
                          every spectrum, that are 'forever' in petty
                          quibbles and competition against each other. Be it at
                          the Devil's altar, or God's. 

Tracy Twyman is more than to be
                          'contained' in a word or two to fit and suit
                          any narrative.


                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                    Home

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                     The Use of a Witch 

                                                

                                                
                                                     "hearken not … to your sorcerers"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Jer. 27:9 

                                                

                                                
                                                    The 'Religious' guise that Sean Bryan
                          Alger presents himself by, does serve many larger agendas by associating Tracy with
                          'Satanism', and then deconstructing such
                          postulation by claiming that Tracy Twyman did
                          'find' and follow "Jesus", and
                          religion, as she did repent at his (filthy and bloody) hand.

As we all know, nothing had been whored around more than religion and God.

This religion talk serves to support the idea, the
                          desired narrative of 'Satanism' and
                          it's relation to other conspiracies that
                          Tracy was pulled into to focus on.

Whatever Tracy Twyman focused on, regardless if the
                            credit was given to her or not, would become a major
                            cultural and national trend.
                          This is not new to those who were following Tracy
                          Twyman since Dagobert's Revenge Magazine era from the
                          late 1990's.

Tracy Twyman was aware of her uncanny ability within the flow and current of the universal culture; that is, whatever she establishes becomes a trend and followed and built on at every level of what constitutes a culture. Tracy spoke of her ability and her awareness of it to the editor of these lines at the beginning of their meetings.

Some agency, or someone, knew how to utilize this ability of Tracy Twyman at the end of her life, to further their nefarious and petty agenda, which flourished to nothing.

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                    Home

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                     To Please and be Pleased by the Devil 

                                                

                                                
                                                     "Many … used curious arts"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Acts 19:19 

                                                    .
                                                

                                                
                                                    The premise is this, regardless of it's validity,
                          'Satanism' is synonymous with deviant
                          sexual activities as it necessitates such natured
                          activities and derivatives; and at times, necessitates
                          deviant violent sexual activities.  

These sexual activities at concern must
                          fall under the category of what could be liable and
                          deserving to 'blackmail'
                          the perpetrators' class; also, must involve those who would
                          be externally and officially classified as a 'victim' and belonging to
                          the 'victim class' as defined by the  contemporary Western tyrannical, unnatural, and oligarchy only serving laws and tightly-controlled societies' so called public-opinion.

Anything else would not fall under the 'evils' of 'Satanism'.

For an example, an adult White male will never be classified as a "victim" by any Western regime and herd owners, hence and as it is imposed, nor by the 'free' and 'democratic' public.

Accusations of 'Satanism' and what ensues as 'Witch Hunt' epidemics and craze, are one of the tools that the oligarchy (those who also dictate the civil apparatus of courts and laws) owns and controls as it is utilized against competitors; or to reshape the public's structure and 'sexuality'. 

At times, such tool and weapon is used for antisemitism motivated operations. That is, to entice against Jews, while deifying another 'Jew' at the same token, and seeing no fundamental and undismissable contradiction in it.

And all of this, does indeed pleaseth the Devil in mind as well the Infernal's stone hard stiff erect and bleeding phallus as it seeketh a barren, dark, and damp canal to ravish high and low, mocking the princciple of 'Creation', as the raw spear is soiled and anointed with bloody feces and dung.

And such are the Infernal pleasures, to posses and be possessed, as Hell bequeathest its inhabitants the multiform of weird and strange instruments to redefine pleasures into the utmost perverse and pervasive, and psyche all penetrating methods; and to be prepared to be at the receiving end as well.

                                                    
                                                        
                                                            This is the hag, when maids lie on their backs,
That presses them and learns them first to bear,
Making them women of good carriage:
This is she--
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                                                     The Profit in Religion 

                                                

                                                
                                                     "they found a certain sorcerer"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Acts 13:6 

                                                

                                                
                                                    The image of Tracy Twyman was utilized, you
                          might say falsely weaved, to present a repentant ex arch-Satanist who is exposing the
                          'evils' of her past and the
                          'evils' of other 'Satanist' groups
                          whom are of concern within these conspiracies'
                          elements and outline. 

Also, by furthering
                          the image of Tracy as being
                          'religious' after a lifetime of being
                          a 'Satanist' does serve S.B. Alger's
miserable ego, and allegedly does assist in establishing his
                          reputation as a Crusading Christian, a brother and a soldier among his peers, his hateful, racist, bigot peers, the neo-Nazis and Skinheads in the United States.

After all,'God is Love', a
                          mockery within mockery.

                                                    The speculation is
                          thus, until S. B. Alger ceases from proving his
                          utility, or that he becomes a liability, (more of a legal liability than he is demonstrating now) there will be no major interest in interfering, and in mockery, with his
                          propaganda, or his past. 

The more of a risk that S.B. Alger becomes to his handlers, that is, the risk of exposing his handlers to the public, the more the desire will be there for these puppet-masters to apply methods and act to have him silenced online.

Sean Bryan Alger was already warned by the "powers".  S.B. Alger was reminded to 'keep inline', and to continue his obedience, as it was shown to him that at any moment the whip can be raised to be utilized and used hard and well.

We have
                          all seen what a 'targeted individual'
                          psychic Sloan Bella became, after she
                          'failed' and managed to get her self
                          sued by Tracy Twyman's Estate and made the
                          national headlines, as she was transformed into an object of uncouth
                            sport.

'Sloan Bella', between quotes, brought some national attention to this ordeal at hand, the nonsense. The fall of Sloan Bella did send a shock wave throughout the alt-media scam-like business model, and other schizos and their antics.

Did S.B. Alger ever ask in public, or brought up the subject to his peers (as it it is his habit to put out statements, S.B. Alger's non stop posting and messaging in social media) 'who are those that are targeting Sloan Bella'? 

Or did S.B. Alger pretend that this was not happening to Sloan Bella, and his peers did follow his suit?

S.B. Alger, the experienced conspiracy theorist, why was he silent in regards to Sloan Bella being targeted, an ally of his?

Why the subject of Sloan Bella and being a 'targeted individual' was not discussed?

Who is it S.B. Alger is afraid of? We know that S.B. Alger is not afraid of the Green Leaf Canyon Campground person, Jaime; nor from any of those who targeted Tracy R. Twyman directly.

                                                    
                                                        [image: Mocking Sloan Bella: Twitter: TheSicilianWitch @SicilianWtch - Jul 1:  What is happening here?? You TOTALY have no idea where you were, what you saw, who died where, or the actual facts of Tracy and Isaac's story. You got one thing right. They didn't want to die. #sloanbella @sloansplaining #sloanlies #Tracytwyman #isaackappy  SLOAN BELLA: SO I WAS AT THE GRAND CANYON AND SAW THE CAMPGROUND WHERE THE RUSSIAN KILLED TRACY AT HER HOUSE IN VANCOUVER, WA SLOAN BELLA ON THE INDIAN LAND WHERE SHE MET ISAAC KAPPY NEAR...]
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Twitter: TheSicilianWitch @SicilianWtch - Jul 1:

What is happening here?? You TOTALY have no idea where you were, what you saw, who died where, or the actual facts of Tracy and Isaac's story. You got one thing right. They didn't want to die. #sloanbella @sloansplaining #sloanlies #Tracytwyman #isaackappy

SLOAN BELLA: SO I WAS AT THE GRAND CANYON AND SAW THE CAMPGROUND WHERE THE RUSSIAN KILLED TRACY AT HER HOUSE IN VANCOUVER, WA SLOAN BELLA  ON THE INDIAN LAND WHERE SHE MET ISAAC KAPPY NEAR...


                                                    

                                                    [image: Mocking Sloan Bella: Twitter: TheSicilianWitch @SicilianWtch - Jul 1:  Say What! I heard she was a disinfo agent, muddying the waters around the death of #tracyTwyman & #isaacKappy. Opinions are not facts. Facts are publish in the public sphere. This doesn't look good for Sloan! How embarrassing. #opinionsarenotfacts #sloanbella #isaackappymindmap  THE PHOENIX ENIGMA IS LIVE ON AIR PROVING SLOAN BELLA IS A LIAR  #SLOANSPLAIN]
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Twitter: TheSicilianWitch @SicilianWtch - Jul 1:

Say What! I heard she was a disinfo agent, muddying the waters around the death of #tracyTwyman & #isaacKappy. Opinions are not facts. Facts are publish in the public sphere. This doesn't look good for Sloan! How embarrassing. #opinionsarenotfacts #sloanbella #isaackappymindmap

THE PHOENIX ENIGMA IS LIVE ON AIR PROVING SLOAN BELLA IS A LIAR

#SLOANSPLAIN
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                                                     Conspiracies for a 'Witch Hunt'
                            Season 

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                         "brought her masters much gain by soothsaying"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Acts 16:16 

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    Beyond S.B. Alger and Alicia Taylor, the major
                          players who were involved in the conspiracies that
                          Tracy delved into, are gaining by solidifying the
                          (simpleton's) narrative of Good vs Evil,
                          the impression of 'philanthropic' motives and impetus,
                          and adding an air of authority unto their narrative by
                          having a 'Christianized'
                          Occult/Satanist expert and ex-member (as claimed)
                          publicly confessing, and deriding her 'past ways'; hence,
                          adding a validity unto the accusations that the
                          conspiracies weavers are working to perpetuate,
                          regardless of their value. 

It's a
                          Witch Hunt after all. 

The aforementioned paragraph is the core of this presentation. Yet an irrelevant as such as the specific motive of the orchestrators can be speculated and presumed. 

These conspiracies do serve multiple layers and major players of the operation that Tracy R. Twyman was involved in.  Such motives would rank from religiously motivated and nationalism fueled antisemitism to self indulging 'entertainment' (personal motive), conducted by domestic and foreign entities.

                                                    [image: Discord: S.B. Alger "I added the Juice" | Demonstrating Antisemitism]
                                                    

                                                    
                                                        [image: Discord: S.B. Alger "S.B. Alger reacted with :heartpluse:" | Demonstrating Antisemitism]
                                                    

                                                    [image: Discord: S.B. Alger: Antisemitism Manifesto]
                                                    

                                                    No one considers a
                          "Bible thumper" seriously, not even
                          the Devil himself. They are predictable, they are Hypocrites; and worse, they do annoy.
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                                                     The Martyr: Tracy Twyman's Death 

                                                

                                                
                                                     "thou shalt have no more soothsayers"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Micah 5:12 

                                                

                                                
                                                    Furthermore, having the
                          'Christianized' Tracy Twyman being a
                          'martyr' for the 'Good' cause [id est. advocasy for the presumed state defined 'victim class' units and groups],
                          would allegedly serve everyone that was involved, everyone who was in close proximity to Tracy
                            Twyman.

There is an imperative reason
                          for Tracy R. Twyman to shun S. B. Alger and his partner Alicia Anna Taylor
                            from her life a month before her death; and an alarming one when Tracy states, a few days before her death, that she does not trust
                            Sean, for he is "one of them", whatever Tracy knew by then and meant by such
                          statement.
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                                                     The Beacon that is Torched 

                                                

                                                
                                                     "magicians of Egypt"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Gen. 41:8 

                                                

                                                
                                                    Tracy R. Twyman is a symbol, a unique symbol of a
                          certain era of the West, perhaps at the steps of the
                          last opportunity for the West to claim once again the
                          Judeo-Christian Romance myths and identity (in contrast to Humanism and the Secular Greco-Roman Classics approach): The West
                          that she was concerned about; The West that
                          Tracy attempted to revive it's initial mystic
                          spirit by publishing her Dagobert's Revenge Magazine to inject her
                          influence on the collective psyche.

The spirits had told Tracy Twyman, as witnessed by the editor of these lines, that the
                          "Masons has left", as saying  'the
                          Founding Fathers, the Masons, had abandoned the
                          United States.', according to Tracy Twyman.
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                                                     They Sprouted from the Devil's Master
                            Mind 

                                                

                                                
                                                     "by thy sorceries were all nations
                            deceived"
(Mormon Edition Bible) Rev. 18:23 

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        We witness the collapse of such symbols, as well the collapse of the West today; in essence, the
                          collapse of the West in its non-existent ideology, and tyrannically presumed universal moral premise, the West lost it's 'narrative';
                          and such is hastened by the work and thus the results
                          of the West's own apparatus, schemes and
                          stratagems, and deeds.

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        
                                                            Le prince Arabe Mars Sol, Venus, Lyon
Regne d'Eglise par mer succombera:
Deuers la Perse bien pres d'vn million,
Bisance, Egypte ver. serp. inuadera.


                                                        

                                                    

                                                    
                                                        Observe the efforts that are at work to reduce Tracy
                          Twyman's posthumous presence into merely a
                          'repentant', guilty-ridden
                          ex-'Satanist' by those who lack absolutely
                          the culture and the knowledge; by those whom nature
                          had endowed in them the pettiest of minds and aims.
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                                                     Afterthought

"The Deseret News
                            was founded in 1850 at the edge of the American
                            frontier by pioneers committed to “Liberty
                            & Truth.”"
                          thus quotes a Mormon publication about itself, "the longest-running news organization in
                            Utah": For the Laughs they insist on their ideal, for they
                          are falsely presenting their mission and agency as
                            a"Truth" seeking and a 'pioneer'
                            in their standing. 

Nor from the Deserets, neither from the Mormon Church a
                          reply was given regarding an inquiry about
                          their church members efforts at indoctrinating other religious members into Tracy Twyman's
                          'Satanic' teachings and literature, and
                          about other rampant 'Satanic' activities
                          among their church members online.

To remind ourselves: "A 1988 “special report” in Utah
                            County’s Daily Herald featured the headline:
                            “Satanism in Utah County: Our children may be
                            victims of growing cult.”" 

                                                

                                            

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Next: Setting the Record Straight
                                                            
                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            
                                                                Next: Further Distraction & Deniability
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                                                 .. to be continued 
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Since 1984
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                                             لَعَمْرُكَ إِنَّهُمْ لَفِي سَكْرَتِهِمْ يَعْمَهُونَ

                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                
                        *This site & the site operator are not suggesting
                        nor implying facts other than posting what is public
                        information. Posts are sourced from available public
                        information. Any information that is obtained from, and
                        based on an Entertainer/Psychic are not to be taken as
                        facts, nor any facts should be constructed on such
                        information. Individuals that are listed in this website
                        are Public Images. 

                                            

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    
                
            

        
        
        
        
    